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THREE DOWN (ALMOST); ONE CONTRACTTO GO.  Custom transit 
M¢~mhers of the B.C. Nurses' negotiating with the Health : rently on work:to-role because 
Union vote~onatentat lvecon. LabonrRelationsAssociatlon,ithecontraethasn'tyetb.n study launched 
-: tract next week, the Health Em- and one report at press time in- ratified. They're declining to 
p loys!  ~Union votes on their dlcates there may be a strike vote wash instruments, do cleaning , -. ii 
tentative contract today, and the next week. • work or call in replacements, he A well-attended public meet- 
Health Sciences Assoeiation has " If the four members of the said. ing involving Terrace city court- 
• . their:bargaining process tied to IUOE at Mills Memorial goout, Bentley said MMH will go cil's Committee of  the Wh01e, 
'the .nurses' agreement..Things the-other three .unions .will bask to business-as-usual, but representatives of the Kitimat- 
are almost bask to normal at respect,their picket,lines, she noted that the patient load is Stikine Regional District and 
Mills Memorial Hospital. But Acting hospital administrator normally on a reduced basis dur- B.C. Transit on June 27 set the 
that's ~ one more to go. Shirley Bentley said yesterday ing the summer anyway, scene for a feasibility study into 
The International Union of the pickets came down at mid- As of midnight Monday there a Custom Transit of Handi- 
-. Ope l i i~ng Engineers , i s  still night Friday, but nurses are cur -were  45 patients in the hospital. DART service for the Terrace 
"5 
• It's an age old problem --  when business is going good you run out of room. And that's exactly what's happened 
~ • at the Terrace Review, but we're solving the problem by adding a new wing to house the editorial and production 
/ crew. The ,first concrete, was poured yesterday. 
i~  : . . . . .  . . . . .  
' . .. ..P.a.rker": .no.unces.permanent forest. commission.,. 
, Forest Minister Dave Parker it is permanent, empowered to herent element of a Royal Corn- high-profi le environmental  sion. of Cr.estbrook Forest 
has-responded to sustained, examine a broader scope of mission - -  could .be granted to groups; two commissioners with . Prc~ducts. 
' : public pressure for a Royal issues, and more flexible. He the-Forest Resources Commis- environmental ssociations ate Two northwest represen- 
Commission into B.C. forest noted, however, that the ex- sion.under some circumstances, listed - -  RogerFreeman, chair- tatives have been named to the 
• practices by creating acommis- • istence of the Forest Resources , The reports of the commission man of the Recreation and Con- commission: former Skeena 
sion of a different sor t ,  T-he Commission does not exclude w i l l  -be public' documents, servation Committee .of the MLA Cyril Shelford, and Matt 
,, : B,C, Forest Resources Commie- the possibility of a Royal Com- Parker said, but they will not be Federation of Mountain Clubs Vickers, .executive director of 
~. ~: sion is a permanent ll-member,, mission being called at .some, released until after they are ex- of B.C. and a director on the the.  G i tksan-Wet ' suwet :an  
4 body that will examine forestry : future date. , . . . .  .~ ~ issues and make r¢ommenda- '  The  newgroup will be under : stained by Cabinet. Outdoor Recreation Council; Tribal Council's government 
"~, " ' . . . . .  Although Parker  described and Roger Purdy, president of commission, Other protaittmt 
~':.~ :, ' tions to the ministry. " ....... • the direetion of the ministry and the ¢ommluioners as a "good the Kootenay~Wildlife Heritase members include the commit- 
:~: .< : ::ln an interview Friday :from • auigned iuues for~tminat ion ¢rou-u~'tion" of grasps who Fund and a former presMen.t of  don  chairman, w ide ly - r~, ,  
.I~ "Vancouver, Parker explained 'by the minltier. Parker utid have an inter~ in,B.C, forett ~ the B.C. Wildlife Fedemtton,.  arkitrator and former L~bo,ht. 
, ,~ that:the new body b preferable powers of ..inquiry - -  judicial manqemeat ,  here is a notable who is also the industrial ~ . . . .  . , . . . . . .  - 
, : ! : :  . ' toaRoyaICommisd0nbeeame authodtytoca l lw i~, !a in -  ab lenceof ,~tat loa~ ttommamler..forthe.lmipdi~i,':...~ ¢ont Jnued:o l t l lq l2  
"%,  
area . . . .  
Present' were aldermen Bob 
Cooper and Darryl Lauren t) re- 
gional district directors Bob 
Marcellin and Les Watmough, 
B.C. Transit's steve New, man= 
ager of small community sys- 
tems, and Graham Masters0n, a
transit planner. 
As was pointed out by New, it 
was exactly I0 years ago to .the 
day that he sat in a similar,- 
meeting in Terrace to begin,the 
same sort of analysi~..whi'ch 
eventually resulted in the Con- 
ventional transit service we have 
now. He viewed this as a good 
omen. 
The object of this initial meet= 
ing.was, to determine the terms ..... 
of" reference for,the-study.-~3w~ . . . .  
-cletermincd, these guidelines are 
to examirie the present system to ~,0. 
see if it can't be better utilized to 
serve more people; and to identi- '
fy  and meet with potential 
HandyDART users to detcrmi.'ne 
specific needs in the area.- . - " 
As for the cost ofthe seryice,, 
Bob Cooper said he believed the 
City of Terrace could handle i 
something in the neighbor.hood ~ ~ 
of $6,000 tO $10,000, while Les .: 
Watmough said that Thornhill 
residents don't-want to spend ...: 
any more than they already are, '
A new or different ype of  ser- 
vice, however, may be a differ- 
ent matter, he added. .  
Examples of the :co~st of a :. 
specialized parallel service such 
as the HandyDART system are 
to be found in Williams Lake 
and Prince Rupert. 
Prince Rupert operates a cus- 
tom transit service or Handy- 
DART system Which is a door- 
: continued on page 23 ~'- 
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::Lieutenant G 
TERRACE-  During a brief gredients," he stated; 
visit here last week, B.C. Lieu- - Lam also forecast other 
tenant Governor David Lam changes ori a global scale that 
told an audience at a Chamber Terrace, as a part of B.C., will 
of Commerce sponsored lunch-be in a strong position to ex- 
son that Terrace •must prepare :ploit, One is the change in the 
• . "  ~ .  • 
itself for a fundamental change Center• of world growth. ' It has 
in its economy. . :.. .been ~d that:the ~.lgth. century 
,,'r~:~,,o, tn m~ is qke B.C. :. belon~'ed:t6:Brital~d:Europ e, 
"',~inin';@' " T:nrn~aid" "We are the 20th. century .~bemngs: to 
on the verge of an explosion of Amenca,:iand the 21st-century, 
prosperity." The ch~mge .that will b~i~ngto the~Asia-pacific 
will trigger that explosion, he  countn~es,"hetold theaudience- 
predi'cted, isthe change from ~ Finally, he predicted an up- 
economy driven by resource x- surge in trade and communica- 
traction to one driven bywhat tion I~etween orthern and 
he termed "the human resource southern hemisphere countries. 
base", That base involves an in- "In this new flow of business, 
creasing focus on the:value of dialogue and interaction, B.C. is 
activities like tourism servicing uniquely situated." 
and the development o f  new Lain came to Canada decades 
technologies rather than the sale ago at the age of 43, unable to 
of commodities, speak English and possessing no 
"In Terrace, you have every- apparent saleable job skills. In 
thing. Sooner or later you. will the time since, his arrival he has 
have the same experience .as become one of Canada's most 
Whistler, a four-season tourist prominent entrepreneurial nd 
destination, lrou will have to philanthropical figures. He had O[ '~ m 
chart your own course, but you nothing but warm words'for his Forest C ission 
are certainly on the brink of an adopted homeland. 
explosion - -  you have all,the in- "My appointment (as Lieu- 
. Governor) was Munroe, IWA tenant a president Jack possibility that the commission 
~st  milestone in the history of Munro, and former B.C. Lieu, may be assigned to examine J nte r Canada," he reflected. "it tenant Governor Bob Rogers. s pec.ific local issues, like the 
ra tes  s&,,~lt(ll shows that Canadmn people The effectweness of the new Stem Valley .and Carmanah 
l don't care if you are born here; commission will be determined Creek, in addition to broad 
as long as you love and serve the by how much weight the issues of general forest policy. 
C O p pe  rs i  d e people, they will recognize you .  ministry gives its recommenda- The commission chairman 
"You have invested in me: tions. Parker said they will be 
how will I return tlmt? By serv- given "a great deal of weight,., it 
TERRACE --  Although some •ing the people, by meeting with it would be foolish not tO pay at-- r- " 
cleanup of the property on the them,.by talking with them to in- tention to them." ~ 
comer of Kaium and Davis has spire and encourage them." The ministiT has already set 
begun, the actual construction Lain noted that he was so  out three priority assignments 
of the Copperside III cgnven- overwhelmed at first by h!s ap- for the commission;:~Parker said: 
- , , : ,~  - _ . : -  , " ,~ - .~  : , , / . .~ ,  . :  
ience store complexplanned for point~ent ' that: he told his • Adwsmg the numstry of the 
the site won't begin for at least secretary --  Michael Roberts, effectiveness of Tree Farm - 
six to eight months, says owner son-in-law of Terrace resident Licenses as a form of tenure; 
Bob Lavoie. Roy Greening - -  to accept every • Recommending ways to ira- 
Interest rates are too high at possible invitation. He admitted prove public participation in " 
the present ime, he says, but that was an unrealistic ap- forest planning and manage- 
cleaning up the lot and drawing proach: "My wife has served me ment; 
up the blue prints means every- with strike notice," he joked. • Reviewing and recommend- 
thing will be set to go when they 
drop. Lam's address was followed ing ways to improve forest 
• The Copperside lII proposal by an exchange of gifts that in- harvest practices, with a special " ' 
received city council approval in cluded a donation in his name emphasis on clear-cutting and 
principal several months ago from the'Chamber ofCommerce associated practices and their f MouthACROSS 
and only needs approval of the to the Northwest Community impact. , Challenge S Maleeheep, pl.' Parker expects the commie- 12 Prohibit 
final plan. Council took this College endowment fund. . sign to become active in about . 13 Men'snarne 
approach to allow Lavoie to ~ 14Frenzied 
proceed with the plan and make The Lieutenant Governor's six weeks. In the mean time, he 
financial arrangements while at visit concluded with the presen- noted, the ministry's intended 
the same time keeping some tation of'the Governor General's action to convert Forest Licenses 
control over the project to in- Bronze Medal of Achievement o Tree Farm Licenses- a pro- 
sure it will fit in with the ass- to Caledonia senior Secondary posed policy that was the subject 
thetics of George Little SchOol graduate Janet Lennox, of extensive public hearings -- 
Memorial Park. has been indefinitely suspended. ~
• , • . . 
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Duringtheir stop In Ten'ace as part of a.spring tour, B.C. Lieutenant Governor David Lam 
and Dorothy Lam presented the Governor General's Bronze Medal of Achievement to Janet - 
Lennox, the Caledonia" high school graduate who finished at the top  of herc lass .  . 
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Terrace InteriorsLtd. 
Exter io r  and  in ter io r  pa in ts  
: A rmst rong  f loor ing  * Hard ing  carpets  
.......... sunwor t l i y  wa l lpaper  
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6600 
THIS WEEKS 
PUZZLE ANSW£R 
i~lalWii ldl  =~I51NIB~INIMi~ , 
ldWJOiiO I:1NI l i l d lO lO l~ l  ,O Amoun.ts.~b~. 
• IAI'II"I VINIOI I I.LINlalLINI ii' ]o um:naenlma 
-.=l , i .= ia l t lV le ,  11 Has one 
la in  i o~91vt" l l l a la lg l  265~akee 
IN I ~I ~I lNI~dlVl IA INIOIdl  21 Footwear " 
15 Separately [~(~Ei l~l~] ' l ]~l lO l~IVIH SJ 22 Wlndowgleee 
18 In|erdlctlon ~lNi~ I~aldlS~71 23 Tree 
19 Fr.rlver II=JIS I O l lO I J - I : : l l l  25 Workunlt 
20 Ouaklngtree IAI'II,L[NI~IcQINI~IdI3IOINI il 26 Softcheese 
23 Prlnter'ameeeure I~IOtI~IVmlNI31eI:~IINIVlgl 27 Peel 
24 Small pleOa IS I~VI~ la I~ IV IO IWIH IO I  28 Units 
25 Overhead. trains 30 Swiss river 
26 Brother, abbr. 48 Peddle 
29 Small horse 49 Has 
30 Appendags 50 Notevar. poetic 
31 Ireland 51 Paid notices 
32 Observe 
33 Fallbehind DOWN 
34 Eat 1 Jap, sash 
35 Title 2 Hurried • 
3 Conjunction 38 Horses 
38 Satisfy 4 Rely 
S Help 40 Stalk 
8 Nsvadsclty 41 On purpose 
7 Finish 46 Noose 
47 Naltedboxes 8 Belonging to a Ranl 
I !- 
| " i .  
31 Swelling 
33 Legal claim 
35 Stages 
36 Put away 
37 Malavoloe 
38 Wlnter preclpltatlon 
39 Sun disc 
40 ~quanon 
41 World.wlde 
Workers group 
42 Type oi can 
43 Meuna 
44 Youth 
45 Yeers, abbr. 
• , . :  j "  _ 
continued from page 1 
Relations Board chairman Don Parker acknowledged ,the "Willbe paid:o na level ~v~ent .  
. - . !  
- . . : . : -  . '  
t 
/ , 
• . , . _, 
to a deputy  minister m 
$90,000,100,000 - -and  other 
members will be paid.a $250 per : 
diem plus expenses. Parker an- 
ticipates they will work about 40 
days a year. 
• Japanese  
i TheTourism and Economic 
• :i Development committee of Ter- 
. , °  
b i :g  iE iat ' ! i t0  ' : 
: ' :~: ; - I  . ' : -~ :  . . . .. ', 
! 
local Iderm ,:, told I 
bassy in Tokyo to promote busi- • Sister :city is :one more step in 
, racedty coimcil.is taking a look 
at a proposal to establish a sister 
:city in Japan. But  when the 
matter  was referred to commit- 
tee last week alderman Darryl. 
• LaUi'ent warned that ,  although 
' tw i~ng with a Japanese city 
~:,~iwotild have some benefits, the 
~japanese take the matter of 
twinning "very seriously" and it 
ness cooperation and cultural 
exchanges between Canada and 
Japan,,'i In her letter, • Ka/ras 
pointsl out the pros and cons of 
Commerce, sports teams and 
• school students. 
• i /  The proposal came in a letter 
;to-mayor Jack Taistra from 
Sheryl Karras of the Japan- 
• Canada Cultural and Economic 
Exchange Association. The as- 
sociation was formed on the 
initiative of the Canadian Era- 
buildiiig a 'globalvillage' with 
its extensive international ties 
and knowledge base." 
On the other hand, says Kar- 
could get expensive. "Unlike strictly business ties, i~z ~ :0~'E~rcome 
• • . . ~ .  '~  . . . ' "  . i '<  " - ' ~  • , ,  
It could mean several ex- s~ster.cztyrelatzonshtpcanbnn; arners. 
change:visits :by groups such as greater general awareness to the 
: city icouncil, the chamber o f  Whole community," says Kar- 
• ras. "The establishment of a 
Surplus 
goes fast 
twinning: ras,, there can be difficulties. 
On the positive side, she says Differences in language, cus- 
there would be an increase in ~:-t0ms and business practices of. 
cross-cultural ties, establishing •-ten leadto unforeseen commu: 
sister-school relations, particle, nication difficulties. But, she 
pation in cultural exchanges and adds, " I t  is our aim to aid in 
the building of economic links, fostering these ties and to help 
any Communication 
An attempt was made by Ter- 
race about wo years ago to twin 
with fhe JapaneSe city of Hitachi. 
TERRACE - -As  the result of 
some changes in city plans there 
is a surplus Of $95,000 in capital 
funds in the 1989 budget. This 
has come about through an a& 
justment to the Weber Ave. 
drainage project, canceliat|6~ bf 
the Pear St. ~ainage p.rp, ject 
• due to an increase ~in the si~e of 
the Hai lSt .  drainage project, 
• and the cancellation of a paving 
and. sidewalk project in the 4700 
block Loen due to a negative 
vote on an LIP (Local Improve- 
ment Project) petition. 
; This means that six new pro- 
jects can go ahead - -  the first of 
which have already been ap- 
proved by council. This is the 
:construction of a $4,000 fence 
on the east side of the Public 
Works  y~d on Graham Ave. 
This project has become neces- 
: sary since the Public Works 
parking lot was paved and chil- 
dren on tricycles and bicycles 
from a neighboring yard have 
decided it's a good place to play. 
The other five items have been 
recommended by the Public 
• Works Committee but have yet 
t0be approved by Council:The 
first is a new $6,500 computer at 
the 'Public Works offices, previ- 
ously, approved by council but 
missed when the 1989 budget 
was ~tpproved. The second is a 
$10,868 paving and storm drain- 
age project on the portion of 
Birch Ave. east of Pedrini St., 
of which the citj~'s hare would 
be $5,000. It has also, been 
recommended that another 
$9,500 be spent to investigate 
possible alternatives for access- 
ing Birch Hill and to do some 
improvements on the existing 
access road. 
And finally, summer closures 
due to dust problems will be a 
thing of the past in one part of 
town i f  council approves a 
$25,000 project to pave Thomas 
St, from Straume to Labelle, 
and drainage in a number of 
problem areas will be solved 
aCCording to Director of Engi- 
fleering Stew Christensen if they 
• approve $45,000 for a drainage 
project at the rear of..the Gov- 
ernment Access Centre. 
Skeena claims victim 
A Terrace man is missing 
and presumed drowned in 
the Skeena River after a 
fishing/tccident July 1.. 
Todd Killoran, a 19-year- 
old Terrace resident, was 
wading across the Zymacord 
River at about 10:30 a.m 
Saturday. The chest waders 
he was wearing reportedly 
filled with water in a deep 
area and .he was swept away 
by thestrong current. 
An extensive search that 
included divers failed to 
locate him. 
A coroner's inquiry has 
been called. 
• ! ~i~:i i•~i~:: ~-• 
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Traditions abounded at the wedding of Terrace residents 
Stan McKay, a member of the Terrace Pipes and Drums, 
and Carol McGillivray in Heritage Park last Friday. On the 
left is best man Bruce Bennett, also in traditional Scots 
regalia., Photo by Alie Toop. 
4 TerraceRevie~. 
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The owner of the .local poultry farm appeared in court 
recendy as the result 0f along,standing wrang!~ Wittl tl~e 
Ministry of Environment. It Seems that a residential rea 
had ~grown up around the once-isolated operation, and 
the owner failed to find an acceptable • method for deal- 
ing With large volumes of chickenmanure and Other 
detritus. The hammer came down in February. 
Interestingly, Sam Kinkead was put on:probation 
"ratherthan being hit with a crippfing'fine:or a jail term. 
The'weekprior to that court case, the MinistryofEn- 
vironment announced the addition of<four new positions 
in the Skeena region ~f0r the. purpose of bringing 
violators into compliance. At ' that t ime the ministry 
issued a list of priority polluters, ali of whom had been 
exceeding their emission standards for a long time. 
During that same week an accidental spill occurred at 
the Eurocan Pu lpand Paper operation in Kitimat, .with 
an indeterminate amounto f  toxic mill effluent spilled in- 
to the Douglas Channel. Results of the Ministry'of Em 
vironment investigation are not yet available; a penalty 
" ; ,~/ill. probably take the form of a fine: 
In  all these cases, if past precedents are any indica- 
tion, the violators involved, whether a pulp mill or a 
chicken farm, wi l l  be given every last opportunity to 
comply with environment regulations and remain in 
business. That 's good for the region, in the sense that it 
doesn't  damage the economy. 
But there's also the question of what 's  actually going 
to work in terms of a deterrent o fouling the .air and 
water. The probation order against Kinkead may just be 
a run-up to a jail sentence or a total shutdown of his 
business if he doesn't set things in order. It 's hard to im- 
agine anything that absolute happening to Eurocan, 
Skeena Cellulose, Westar or, for that matter, the City of 
Prince Rupert, all of whom have been fingered by the 
ministry as chronic environmental nuisances. 
Fines certainly have an effect on large companies, but 
up to this point balance sheets would dictate that viola- 
t ion is cheaper than compliance when compared to the 
cost of pollution control modifications. The danger may 
be that multinationals have the option of relocating if 
,;~,.~the cost becomes too prohibitive; Sam Kinkead 
• ~.i,7"~realistically has no such option. 
,~ A scenario that occurs to us is the prospect of having 
the board Of directors for a multinational corporate 
polluter appearing in court to be put under probation 
orders, but that developmentseemsunl ikely (effective as 
it might be). 
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The vie w from Vic toria . . . . .  
by John Plier '"... if they find they are hamstrung 'because 
wc~omA-  So just what is of tight control from the top, some of them' 
the "permanent  forest 
resources commission" all might not like it, and might say so publicly." 
about, you ask? And will it Miller of Prince Rupert says ecutive, and past  chairman of 
solve some of the problems the permanent watchdog falls the Canadian Forestry Ad- 
within the province's largest far short of a royal commission visory Council; feisty IWA 
revenue-producing dustry? overhaul that is needed; and it Canada president Jack Munro, 
In answer to my second is merely "on a Socred leash", an outspoken critic of forest -. 
question, it might. But already Sierra Club president Peter management issues in the prey- 
the critics are dumping on the McAllister, known as "the ince; Robert Kennedy, dean of 
commission Of inquiry before it chief tree-hugger" by many forestry at the University of 
has been given a chance to loggers and industry officials, British Columbia since 1983;. 
operate -- evenif they have says the whole set-up "is a very and Peter Burns, dean of the 
some salient points to make, weak response to the public's law faculty at UBC. 
such instant attacks are.all too angry call for a royal commis- (There are also Roger ' .: • 
common in politics today, I'm sion... (and) it reeks of corn- Freeman, professor of 
afraid. : promise." psychiatry at UBC and chair- 
Anyway, to question one -- He's also miffed thatnone man of the recreation and con: 
the commission has been set up of the major environmental servation committee of the • " 
to review all aspects of the in- groups are represente d, FederatiOn of MountainClubs: 
dustry andto advise the forests although there are a couple Of of B.C., who haswritten 
minister, Terrace's own Dave commissioners with links to the several books on hiking trails i : 
Parker, Sk~ena MLA, himself B.C. Wildlife Federation and in B.C. and Arizona; Joyce 
a registered professional the Federationof Mountain Harder, major of Lillooet, a 
forester. Clubs of B.C. businesswoman d pilot who 
Its initial tasks will be to There are some notable poe- spearheaded the drive tO have 
review the effectiveness of tree pie on the commission, but if Lillooet declared the forestry 
farm licenses as a form of they find they are hamstrung capital of B.C.; Carmen Purdy, 
tenure, to recommend ways to because of tight control from industrial relations manager for 
improve public participation i the top (i.e. Parker), some of Crestbrook Forest Industries 
forest planning and manage- them might not like it, and : near Cranbrook, and former 
ment, and to review logging might say so pubficly. (There's president of the B.C. Wildlife 
• practices, especially clear- a list of who's involved at the Federation; former B.C. 
cutting, and their impact on the end of this column), agriculture minister Cyril Shel- 
environment. ,What's the difference be- ford, who recently conducted 
'Its overall mandate will be to tweenrthisadvisory g oup and . inquiries into the manage'merit ' 
provide policy advice, to under- a full-fledged royal commis- of peregrine falcons in B.C, 
take special investigations on sion? Well, one notable fact is and into the B.C. Milk Board; - 
various areas of forest opera- that government may, and professional forester John 
tions and management, and to often has, ignored recommen- Szaner of Williams Lake, 
set up independent task forces dations from a royal probe, recently retired as regional 
to look at specific oncerns, thus wasting millions more of manager of the Cariboo Forest .- 
says  Parker. our taxpaying dollars. Region, who now acts as a 
Now, that all sounds very But that might be worth the forestry consultant; and Matt 
good and noble, andmay at risk to have the publicbelieve Vickers, executive director of 
least be a partial answer to the the review of an industry•is the Gitskan Wet'suwet'.en gov. 
growing c~y for a royal com-. completely independent..and ernment commission i  
mission into the troubled in- aboveboard. It is not for me to  Hazelton, a civil engineering 
dustry. But what's riled the op- suggest that this latest move is technologist). 
ponents the most is the fact purely political, or that it will 
that the commission appears be ineffective -- I'll hold back I'll refrain from making any 
not to be truly independent, on any such suggestion until quip about it not being surpris, 
despite government claims to it's tackled a few major issues, ing to find a psychiatrist in- 
the contrary. (For the record, the commas- volved with this lot; but it 
It answers to Parker only, sioners include: as chairman, would seem tO be evident hat 
and it:will be he who directs arbitrator Don Munroe, 42, having some healthy skepticism 
the I l-member group as to chairmatt of the B.C. Labour about the effectiveness of this 
what areas need its attention, • Relations Bord from 1976 to latest move in our most crucial 
rather than the commission set- 1981; former B.C, lieutenant- ' industry is displaying commOn~ 
tiag its own agenda: gove.m. Or .Robe~t.~..Rogers, a " - sefise,' not. a phobia . . . .  : 7:i"i ,... 
NDP fo re l f s :c r i t i c  Dan' ' ;  . . . .  f in ing  industry ml im ex- Stay tuned. . :..;:~i -i.:.~-:: 
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• if' *~:::::: 88 has received a reply from the 
Do you rfeel the same about:Sunday 
shopping as you felt two years ago 
Jim Plffer 
Certainly. I don't th ink  
we need Sunday shop- 
ping. When we have voted 
against it, I don't believe 
they have the right to im- 
pose it on the town. Also, I 
feel it is hard on the small 
merchants. 
David Halzimsque 
Yes. I think shopping 
Sundays is good for the 
loggers - -  they don't have 
time during the Week. 
Also for out-of-town peo- 
ple. I appreciate, though, 
how • the employees feel 
who have to work Sun'day. 
Jean Beaver 
Yes. I'm strictly against 
it - -  there's no need for it. 
I'm a full.time working 
mother and have no prob- 
lem getting my shopping 
done. It's the Sabbath and 
people need one day of 
rest. Ws hard enough asit 
is for families to have 
time together. 
Alice Lofeudo 
Yes. I'm for it. Look at 
all the nurses and doctors 
who have to work and the • 
services that are open 
anyway. People don't 
worry about using all 
• these services on Sunday, 
so why not Sunday shop- 
ping? 
Grace Slmona 
Yes. It doesn't make too 
much difference to me. I 
don't really agree with it 
as I believe people need a 
day of rest. 
Paul Nlohol 
Yes. To me it doesn't 
matter if they are open or 
not. It Is nice for people 
out of town. 
Back street closure suggested 
adopted a Public Works Com- 
mittee recommendation to close 
Hughes St. providing ad- 
ministration could determine 
there was no objection from the 
RCMP, Fire Department or 
School District 88. 
At the most recent meeting of 
the Public Works Committee, 
Christensen told its member~ 
that there was no objection and 
he had recommended tMt the 
street be permanently closed. He 
explained that the portion of 
Hughes under consideration was 
only 33 feet wide and there was 
no chance it could be widened. 
He added that under his recom- 
mendation, Hughes would re- 
main city property and be open 
tO pedestrians, 
If Terrace city council follows 
the recommendation of Director 
of Engineering Stew Christensen 
expected to be put forward at 
their July 10 meeting, Hughes 
St. between Straume and Hamer 
will be closed to motor vehicle 
traffic permanently. 
The matter cameLbefore coun- 
cil O f f  June 26 when they 
funding sent packing  
conferences, Brummett sa id ,  
Minister of Education.to a com- 
plaint lodged concerning the ex- 
pense of sending district person- 
~nel to conferences and work- 
shops in the lower mainland. 
A t  the May meeting of the 
board, Chair Val Napoleon 
noted that the costof travel and 
accommodation for districts 
outside the lower mainland 
places an extra financial burden 
on those districts. The board 
resolved to write a letter to the 
minister outlining their con- 
corns. 
In a letter received •by the 
board in June, Education Minis- 
ter Tony Brummett replied that 
the situation is addressed 
through the fiscal framework - -  
the operating monies sent an- 
nually to each district. A fund of 
$10 million for "implementa- 
tion of new programs" worked 
into the fiscal framework is in- 
tended to take care of the cost of 
through a formula that takes 
into account "distance and dis: 
persion factors" in each district. • 
Brummett concluded by: say- 
ing, "I regret that I am not in a 
position to offer further finan: 
cial assistance to support attend- 
ance at the very worthwhile con- 
ferences as you requested," 
The board received the letter 
for information. 
Letter 
Thanks 
To.the Editor; . -  ~- 
We would like to ~publicly 
thank both Skeena Sawmills and 
Skeena Cellulose for.their dona' 
tions of lumber to the wood 
shop at Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School during the 1988-89 
academic year. 
Gerry Sharpie.s, 
Woodwork instructor 
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OFYOUR COMPUTER? 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 ANY ASK FOR RAINER. 
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- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions In major 
packages Including . ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
RAINER GIANNELIA SYSTEMS. P.O. BOX 621, TERRACE B.C., VaG 4B8 
(604) 635-3444. 
i 
Are you 6O years of 
age or over? 
and... Do you rent 
your accommodation? 
You may be eligible for Shelter Aid for 
Elderly Renters (SAFER). 
As part of a $120 million package of new 
housing initiatives, the provincial government is 
enhancing the SAFER program by: 
• lowering the eligibility age to 60 from 65; 
• increasing the allowable rent ceiling; and, 
• adjusting the assistance formula to help those 
most in need. 
If you or someone you know may be eligible 
for SkFER, fred out more by calling: 
Victoria: 
Lower Mainland: 
Rest of Province: 
387-4331 
682-0391 
contact he operator and 
ask for Zenith 2656 
~.  ~ ~" 
or Write to: 
SAFER 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing 
PO Box 2500 Victoria, B.C. V8W 3A1 
Province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing 
Honourable Claude Richmond, Minister _ 
• • j~p,  
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, M ids u rnme r Festwal,:c() lebratesN c 
The sixth annual Midsummer ance of the musical play, :"Tl~e: . . . . .  
Festival,•held in Smithers over 
the June 23 weekend, and at- 
tended by numerous Terrace 
area residents, was generally 
considered a :success by those. 
who went. Beba Stoyka, a per- 
former from Telkwa, ~ rated at, 
tendance comparable to  last 
year's, 
by Kaeleen Bruce 
Much hard work and prepara- 
tion by the Bulkley Valley Folk 
Music Society Was apparent. 
The warm summer weather was 
appreciated by festival-goers 
and organizers alike. Hudson's 
Bay Mountain provided a splen- 
did natural back-drop to the 
festival, he ldat  the smithers' 
Fall Fairgrounds. 
A concert and dance on Fri- 
day evening provided an exciting 
taste of the great music to 
follow. A line-up of bluegrass, 
folk, Celtic and good old rock- 
n,roll dance music made it dif- 
ficult to sit still. 
Saturday was a very busy day 
with all sorts of workshops 'and 
activities happening, as well as 
performances on the main stage. 
An arts and crafts display 
featured a selection of hand- 
made items, a booth of native 
crafts including moccasins, a 
display table of-shells and 
stones, and several stalls of 
jewellery created from a varied 
range of materials such as 
crystals,  beads, silver and 
leather. Terrace artist C. Braam 
presented a display of handi- 
crafts and pen and ink drawings 
- -  many of Northwest land- 
marks. 
Hungry festival participants 
had a number of tasty options. 
Besides the traditional Canadian 
fare of hamburgers, fries and 
pop offered by the Elks Club 
booth, there were two booths 
featuring ethnic food. The Cac- 
tus Cantina offered Mexican 
treats such as nachos, em- 
panadas and burritos. The Fast 
Ladies' food booth was notable 
for encouraging people tO bring 
their own cups or recycle their 
previously used ones when get- 
ting a refill. They offered a 
selection of eclectic fare in- 
cluding Middle-Eastern falafels 
in pita bread, spicy Thai 
noodles, hot corn chowder and a 
number of home-baked goodies 
such as their specialty 
"Chocolate Chip Raisin Inva- 
sion Bars". 
Children had all manner of 
activities to choose from. Poster 
and mural painting, a dress-up 
booth, circle games and a crafts 
-area were a few of the choices. 
Musicians, singers, dancers and 
clowns performed in the chil- 
drens' area throughout the day. 
Face painting was popular and 
many youngsters ported stars, 
rainbows and flowers or were 
transformed into cats, mimes or 
Clowns. A make-shift theater of- 
fered animated and nature- 
oriented National Film Board 
pieces, And for little ones worn 
• " t  out from all the actw~y, a 
reading and ~:est area was pro- 
vided with books, pillows and 
flOor mats, 
• . ' "  e t  A>.,,vane y .of :talented local 
musicians performed on the 
~ stage, throughout the day. 
qll~: Valley::C~ildrmm' Theatre 
~ted  ;a., colorful:-perfona- • , i.:.~ • 
Wizard of Oz',. • . . . .  ' 
Learning-oriented participa- 
tion workshops as well as work- 
,shops for pure fun were .offered 
throughout. Saturday and Sun- 
day. Some of these.included a 
sing-along, vocal chords, square 
dancing, a folk music quiz and a 
discussion of music as a political 
and educational force with per- 
former. Margaret: Christi. The 
Bad Taste workshop for adults 
only is an annual tradition at the 
Midsummer Festival and pro- 
vided an opportunity for sharing 
some off-color humorous ongs 
as well as some in the bawdy pub 
song tradition. • 
Saturday evening featured 
concert performances by the 
head-line acts. The Slim Pickens 
Bluegrass Band from Edmonton 
• provided some real toe-tapping 
tunes. Calgary musician 
Margaret Christl and her band 
Roadkill performed several 
original compositions as well as 
traditional folk songs dealing 
with various romantic, feminist, 
political and social themes. 
Natural Elements, agroup from 
Vancouver, concluded the eve- 
ning with a selection of songs in 
the Celtic folk tradition. Their 
rendition of "Psycho Premier" 
sung to the traditional tune o f  
"Drunken Sailor" was a big hit 
with the crow.d. :i 
Sunday morning featured a 
performance of gospel songs by 
the Slim Pickens Bluegrass 
Band. The Sweet Harmony 
Ladies' Barbershop, the Point- 
less Sisters' coknedy troupe and 
Up the Creek, a country/rock/ 
folk band, were just some of the 
local artists providing entertain- 
ment during the day. The 
Suskwa Dancers from the Hazel- 
ton area presented several tradi- 
tional and original folk dances. 
Some of the bes~ music was to 
be found by relaxing and 
wandering the fairgrounds 
where impromptu gatherings of 
musicians resulted in creative 
jam sessions. The professional 
musicians generously shared 
knowledge with local performers 
and some even pitched in to play 
back-up instruments for local 
groups on the maifi stage, 
The childrens' festival cul- 
minated with the breaking of a 
pinata. The pinata, cleverly 
fashioned from cardboard and 
colored crepe paper, was in the 
shape of a stand-up bass in- 
strument - - the  1989 festival 
logo. There was mounting ex- 
citement as the children took 
turns hitting the swinging pinata 
with a baseball bat. It resisted 
stubbornly until several older 
children dealt it a few good 
bashes. A shower of candies and 
presents was released on" the 
eager crowd. 
Repeat performances by the 
headline acts and. a musical 
farewell •celebration ended the 
festival. Even as the festival con- 
eluded,performers and audience 
were" looking forward to next 
year, The Midsummer Festival 
has grown considerably in past - 
years, yet retains aspecial family 
atmospherethat makes-it a truly 
uniqt~ and;special northwest 
ev~dt. 
:)rthwest>! 
The'entertainment came in all ages and costumes at the sixth annual Midsummer Festival, 
a region.wide attraction held in Smithers recently. 
POLICE REPORT 
i 
Terrace RCMP report the Hospital with leg and arm in- sidestreet went out of control 
arrest of two impaired juries, and rolled, sending five Ter- 
drivers,• the issuance of four . The name of the driver was race residents to hospital 
24-hour suspensions, and not released, and RCMP are with injuries that RCMP 
four motor vehicle accidents investigating the accident, described as "not life- 
occurring in the Terrace area threatening". Damage to the 
during the June 16-18 Five local youths were in- vehicle was estimated at 
weekend. It was described as jured and taken to hospital $2,000.. :. 
a "very quiet w~kend". June 21 when the vehicle in 
which they were riding went An outdoor grad party at 
. . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L~ :::: ~ ....... i !, ....... Out of control and rolled on Copper River Flats was the 
Alcohol and excess speed Old Lakelse Lake Rd, Ter- main site of activity for Ter- 
were involved,"local RCMP race RCMP say excessive race RCMP over the June 
say, in a one-vehicle accident ,speed. was a factor in the 23-25 weekend, providing oc- 
June 20 that inflicted some crash, which occurred when casion for a total of 23 liquor 
damage to the sign in front the car's tires went onto the seizures. 
of TotemFord on Keith Ave. soft gravel shoulder of the 
The car flipped over while road. During the same weekend 
three impaired driving westbound on the arterial 
road, with a total of $12,000 Gravel shouiders claimed •charges were laid, three 
damage to the sign and the another five-occupant vehi- 24-hour Suspensions Were 
vehicle. The driver was ad- cle June 25 in Thornhill. A issued, and 12 motor vehicle 
mitted to Mills Memorial car travelling downhill on a accidents were reported. 
| 
Copper 
This spot could le r raee  Mole i  
be yours  For your dining pleasure .,we hove 
expanded our Copper Grdl Restaurant 
hours. 
I 1 a .m.  to .9  p .m.  
I Fine DlnJng _& Polly'.5 Care,, 
~ ~  In qulet s:roundlngsl ~ .  ' ~ Chinese & Western Cuisine 
S p.m. 10 p.m. "~--P¢ ,on'~,,,. lo:so,m. ;-~,s@l 
4620 Lekelse Avenue m. ~ sat.lo:m,.m.- 1 . ~ndw 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 638-8141 638-1848 o,638.8034 
ml 
RESTAURANT.. ' 
~.~,~ Chlnese & Canadlan Food .~  " Spec/a/izlng in Chlnese: 
[ I  OPENTDAYS AWEEK lJ'.~ , ,  . Cu,sme and  Canad ian  r ' 
Mo,. Wed t.t:jO a.m. -- .tO:OOp.m.: i.  I I D tshes .  • . . I 
[%~' Thursday l l t jO a.m. - -  I ItM p.m.-7~/~/P .II II 
• " : . .  Su , ,dsy  12=00 a .m.  /O=O0./~;m.... ~... ' l1"e,.eA,.~c;.. l~.~Ir~ 
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BAO LANH DIEP: Surprised 
and pleased. 
Sixteen-year-old Bao Lanh 
Diep of Terrace will leave 
August 17 to fly to France, 
where he wilHive for ayear as an 
exchange student. The Terrace 
Rotary Club is sponsoring him 
in this venture. 
by Pam Whitaker 
On arrival at Paris Airport, 
the Caledonia student will be 
met by the first of his three host 
families. They will drive to the 
city of Lyon, the second largest 
city in France situated near the 
France 
s tudent  - 
geographic center of the country 
south of Paris. There the Rotary 
Club has arranged for him to do 
some sightseeing as well as at- 
tend school. 
Bao Lanh Diep has completed 
Grade 11 in Terrace, and his 
year in a French schoolwill be 
the equivalent invalue to Grade 
12 here.. He has four years of 
French- in high school anddid 
very weUin that subject. Itis his 
aim to spea k fluently inFrench 
by the time he returnsto Can- 
ada • 
"I was surprised and pleased 
that I had'been choosen for this 
trip" Diep said. He attended a
conference in Vancouver June 
16-18 where he mixed ~vith about 
80 exchange students, ome out- 
bound, :others visiting from 
various countries. "It was in- 
teresting and informative hear- 
ing them share their experienc- 
es, "he  said. ' 
Bao Lanh Diep is looking for- 
ward to his time as an exchange 
student and also to entering 
medical school at sometime in 
the future• 
Disabled students 
qualify.for loans 
Forgivable loans of up:to such as special computer equip- 
$10,000 for severely disabled full ment, transportation, and resto- 
and part-time post-secondary rative devices are covered by the 
funding;" said rHagen. . . . .  < students are to be made avail- 
able under the revised Forgiv- 
able Loans for Disabled Stu- 
dents Program, Start Hagen, 
Minister for Advanced Educa- 
tion and Job Training announc- 
ed recently. 
"The program is designed to 
encourage disabled students to 
pursue an educational goal 
The revised eligibility criteria 
now allows severely disabled 
• university and college students 
carrying less than three courses 
during an academic year to app- 
ly for assistance. 
Students should 'submit ap- 
plications through their Special 
Needs Counsellor. or a Financial 
which might otherwise be unob- Aid' Officer at the institution 
tainable..Goods and services they attend. 
Safety rewarded 
At the final public meeting of 
the school year for the School 
District 88 board, four local 
people were given awards from 
the Insurance Corporation of ~ 
B.C. for their contributions to 
traffic safety awareness in  
schools. 
Teachers Elizabeth Metz- 
meier, 
Papais 
Harvie 
efforts 
based 
Bliss Dod d and Mary 
and RCMP Cst. Ewen 
received plaques for their 
in establishing school- 
CounterAttack student 
groups. 
The awards were presented by 
trustee Wayne Braid. 
. ' . . .  
.Ionsered Super 671,0 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights! 
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
)EE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER- - - " " -  
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 838 -- TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 
S130A HIGHWAY 1O.WEST I~I~YN$ 
?: i i 
AI Weir of Kamloops (right) claimed his Terrace Kinsmen lottery prize from Kinsmen lottery project chairman Dave 
Andrews last week. The prize, valued at $19,600, consists of an 18-foot aluminum riverboat built by Neid Enter- 
prises of Terrace, a 90.horsepower Mariner Jet outboard motor and EZ Loader trailer from Ken's Marine, and ' 
fishing gear and life Jacket from Northwest Sportsman. Money raised through the lottery will help support the 
Kinsmen Kiddies' Kamp, the Kinsmen complex at North Sparks and Halliwell and the Kinsmen scholarship, and 
bursary program. Weir, who Is retired, says he was Just passing through Terrace on his way to a Douglas Channel ~ 
fishing trip when he purchased his ticket. "~ 
 Traffic safety award for Kiti K'Shan 
Kiti K'Shan Primary School evalutated and judged at ICBC's 
has earned a cash award for head office in North Vancouver 
their innovative traffic safety on May 24. ICBC Traffic Safety 
projects. The Insurance Cor- representatives will be presen- 
poration of B.C. invited all ring $500 cash award to the 
schools in the province to submit school. They will also receive an 
an entry describing traffic safety engraved plaque and/or an 
projects undertaken tomake the awards certificate to display in 
roads a safer place, their school. 
A l l  entries for the area were The School Traffic Safety . 
4' 
Awards Program is a province- 
wide annual program designed 
to encourage student participa- 
tion in school and community 
traffic safety activities. The pro- 
gram is co-ordinated by ICBC 
for the Government of British 
Columbia. 
. J J  
Project Squeeze was made possible by grants 
and other invaluable assistance from: 
, : .  . , _ ,  
: Skeena Union Board of Health ' , ..... 
: Kaiser Substance AbuseFoundation ; : ~ : ~ ~ : : I : : '~ ~ ' '  r ' ' : ' :  
Terrace Rotary Club : :: ,~ : 
Community Action Programs of the National Drug Strategy: : ~' :;! 
Health and Welfare Canada . 
B.C. Community Action Program 
B.C. Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services 
B.C. Youth Advisory Council, Youth Grants Program 
British Columbia Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals 
Bert's Delicatessen 
Canada Safeway 
Dairyland Foods 
Dairy Queen Brazier Restaurant 
J & F Distributors 
Mark Kloske 
McDonalds's Restaurants 
Overwaitea Foods 
Grant Piffer 
Pizza Hut 
• :i r~ 
r 
, !  1 
, ! i : i  
• Richards Cleaners 
Savalas Steak House " ' 
School  District #88 (Terrace) 
Sears Canada 
Spee Dee Printers :: 
Terrace Builders Centre 
Terrace qo-operative Association 
The Donut Factory 
Vdilliams Moving & Storage 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
All-West Glass 
Totem Press Terrace Ltd., theTerrace Review newspaper, Northern Sentinel 
Press Ltd., the Terrace Standardnewspaper, Okanagan Skeena GroupLtd., 
Lakelse Junior High, the Terrace Writers' Guild, Tom Walker, Sight & Sound 
and Totem Furniture. 
I would like to also thank the many individuals who gave time and offered moral 
support hroughout the year. 
Special thanks to: Parents, staff of Skeena Junior Secondary School 
and Pete, ihe bus driver. 
community d e v ~ t  prepare of the Skoona U.u)n Bo i .d  ¢)1 14oalth 
'Project Co-ordinator 
Gail Murray 
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. TERRACE YOUTH :SOCCER'C~~/';:: C,:.;i ~.. " 
. " - "  . ' , • L% - , ,  2 .  ! i  : • • - , ,  ,~  " / -  " ,  . . 
. .  UNOER-i0 DIVISION " " /I JNDE 4D :" "- " R.i wlsmN:i(,.~ ; 
Shoppers 5,. Terrace Travel 3 - •~ i San-i~erry Unltefl 7, R0t~ :i~ 
A.G~K. 3, Skeena Sawmills 2 Northern D#uge 6, Bavar ~ 
Centennla lL I0ns2,  Carlyle Shepherd 2 '  , - - '. .":. ~ . . . . . . .  ~i~ - 
Surveyors7,'Thunderblrds 2 -~"~ UNDER.16DIVISION:~ ' :",'.:"~ ::~ : 
Skeena Cellulose 7, Co-op 4 ' -..  -...:. Brady's. , . F.C.,. 13, Phllpott. ..F°resiY 2:/i i , .  .  .., :- ii~ 
: i : , - ; "  , L '  " Centennial Lions 1, Skeena Sawmllls.O...:.~:?:.~/::i~::iO~),ER~l.2,~Vl~SiON!i.i;:~ii!!;ii.::i..i:i..: " i.si !i!ii~ii~!: .surveyors 13;. Terrace Travel ,i .:." !. :,{?i.i:i . . . . . .  " 
A.G,K.-~2~ Shoppers 0 /.i'~ . . . .  ! "  Sight and Sb~und4,Bsndstia' 3 '  ":-~. :;<; 
Co-op 6, Carlyle Shepherd 2 " - • Cedarland 2, Northwest. Spo, rtsmen'2~i""iii :: .. 
Thunderbirds 6, Skeena Cellulose 2 ' " '  . r 'Finning 4,.Aqufi Plumblngii:?"i..-~.~::,ii~- : :  ' 
GIRLS.DIVISION ~ " "' ~:!'" i ;:~~ 
Rlchards 1, Tide Lakers 1 ' " ;  ' :  .... ~ " " : .~:~ ~ ~: 
cE  MIXED SLO,PITCH ........ ~+~ ,~ ~% 
)se 12, Skeena Cellulose 7 -"~ . . . . .  ' 
Ken Knull and Chad Zlegler were named the top graduating ~rlnys 5, Royals 4 ~:~:-:~: 
boys' volleyball players at the June 28 Thornhill Junior High River Rats 4 .- ::~.:i;:; -.,~. 1 
School awards night.•Out-going principal Tom Hamakawa ace Hotel 0 -1~1:~;~v 
made the presentations. :emily Connection 5 
1 10, All Seasons Expose 3 "~i!~ 
Points North' team CEMEN'SSLO-P ITCH:  ,,~,~.:,?= 
FTBALL LEAGUE ..... i!/f~!, i.,ii.i.~!f 
top B C swimmers 24, Not of the West 4 -~,.-::.,,~::,~::;, 
NOR BASEBALL PLAYOFFS":" ~' '~~' 
For  the f i rs t  t ime ever, a team K i t imat .  N - -  Elks 26, Northern Drugs 3 . . ':~;;: 
from outside of Vancouver or Merit awards went to Jeremy ON - -  McDonald's 23, Shoppers 19.  :.::<.: 
Victoria won the junior provin- Weir (50 free), Michelle Lafferty . : 
cial swim competition, held on (200 fly), Ben Bell (200 fly), I INOR SOFTBALL'S GOLD :~:->. 
June 25 weekend at the lower Dayna Nelson (400 I.M.), Lee M-ENDING TOURNAMENTS ,,~'; 
mainland. Encinas (200 fly), Shelly Simp- JUNE 24- 25  ~ ~•:ii~ 
And that team turned out to son (200 fly),. David Anthony DIVISION - -  3 TEAMS 
be our 'Points North' crew of 53 (400 I.M.). ~n. Stevedoring 14, • :-;~i: - 
swimmers from Northwest area The Terrace Bluebacks' swim Donuts 2 -i~il,ii:il I 
. _  . . . . .  Northwest Sportsmen I :.; .., 
clubs. Our team of 29 from club entered asolo team of seven t Sportsmen 9, Tim Horton 7 "' ~ :: ~ !ii~>%~ 
Kitimat, 21 from Prince Rupert competitors. They had two pert 17, Northwest Sportsmen 0 .... '~:::~ 
and three from Masset bettered medal winners, t Sportsmen 7,,Tim Horton 0 ~. :i~'ii 
last year's effort of second Billy Hol land.  won the . pert 27,Tim Horton 1 
place. 13-and-14 boys' 100 back and ~ert 29, Northwest Sportsmen 6(flnalgame).i..ii.i; ~_:,:; 
Overall,.48 clubs were rep- took third in the 200 I.M. GIRLS' DIVISION - -4  TEAMS : !:i~:!~% 
resented 615 swimmers in all. Lisa Gardiner won bronze in mt Ravens 12, Doe's Cartage 9 -; ~ 
The best competitors in each girls' 10-and-under.100 fly. She" ravel.18,.West End Chevron3 ":==-:i - 
club were not included on was also fifth in the 200 I.M. ravel 6, North Coast Ravens 3 ~.. :..: 
rosters. The meet was a test of and seventh in the 50 fly. Garth 17, Doe's Cartage 10 . . . . . .  , ravel 12, Doe's Cartage 14 
depth  in  ta lent  fo r  the  three-day  Coxford  had  two  four ths  and  a mt Ravens 15, West End 0 ~ - - : :: ,, ~~',~,~:~ ::~: 
event, fifth in his nine-and-10 boys' ~ave111, North Coast Ravens 10(finalgame) :,,i S ' 
Three swimmers deserve events, and he's only eight years .... 
special mention for their efforts old. GIRLS' DIVISION - -  9 TEAMS . ~ ~,~ 
in final events that put 'Points Clint Sheppard is also eight Huskies 7, Cedhrland 0 . .::ii~i~i pert 12, Smithers Ssvalas 11 
North' into the winners' seat. and swam in the ninc-and:10 Calderwood Angels 17, All Seasons I ' : :  
They are Michelle Lafferty and group, ps 19, Terrace Drugs 15 ,'° .: - 
Lee Encinas of Kitimat, and Ben Sam Mackenzie in 1 l-aad-12 Huskies 17, Houston 13 . .  ~ !:i-i~,ii ii 
Bell of Rupert. Tops for us in girls made her first out-of-region Savalas 14, Cedarland 10 . ~, :~ 
nee Hupert 18, All Seasons 1 :?-~,:) 
aggregates Were Kim Slater, Ben appearance and improved all her dthere Calderwood 10, Terrace Drugs 7 ' '  ':i:~i'i:~::ill  
Bell and  Natho l ie  Pao l inee l i  o f  t imes  in  f reesty le  events ,  ulrt Reps 16, Houston 15 ,. ~ '~. ~,~.~ " • . . . ..~ 
Rupert; Mikki First of Masset; In 15-and-over boys, Terry nee Rupert 13, Cedarland 2 ~ ,:::;,:.~ 
and Paul Creavey, Michelle Laf- Llewelyn bested his ~ previous dthers Savalas 18, Thornhlll Huskies 17. -. ' "~' 
Seasons 14, Terrace Drugs 13 .... ~.;i,._ii~'iil ~,- 
ferty and Lee Encinas of times in two events, dthers Calderwood 17, Houston 13 .~ ::;:~;.~ 
• uirt Rope 18, Cedarland 7 "~:.~' ~ ........ ,:,~ : 
Inoe Rupert 11, Thor~hlll Huskies 10 " ": ....... ::"';:~;~!~: ' Yaz takes another SeasonsT, SmlthersSavalas2 7~" ........... ~'~'~:/i~ ".;'~<'~'' Smithers Calderwood 11,. Squirt Reps. < ..... ~,.~.:.~,~<.~:...~ m 
Terrace Drugs 15, Houston 5 -:.- ~,.~;: , , , '  ..,~.,1 
1 seniors' golf title SmlthOrsCalderw°°d15'PrlnceRupert6(flnalgsme)~'<! . , /  Terrace's John Yasinchuk has Overgaard and Pop Wright for 
almost laid claim to permanent gross and net honors, respective- 
ownership of the Northwest ly. 
Seniors Golf Championship. Vic Marion won gross honors 
He won the prestigious for the second flight. Net went 
36-hole event at Prince Rupert to Wally Antilla. 
for the third straight year on On the ladies side, Selma 
June 25 weekend. Standring came in to win overall 
Yaz shot a 144 to finish 10 low gross. Lee'Scherk won over- 
strokes up on runnerup John all low net. 
Pylot of the host club, The 
men's overall low net went to Rose Marion was gross'winner 
Rupert's E.J. Arrtey. for the first flight) while Pearl 
Pylot took low gross for the Simpson took the net. 
championship flight while net In the second flight, Helen 
"" . In the Wright won gross and Juanita 
3nnsett ook net, 
" , , ;:-. ,  ~ .-. . : . . ,  , . . . .  : : ~ - :  : , . , !  
. . "~_ - ' i ' . ;~ ' - - ' , . - ,  " g ~ , : :  : . : . . . .  
= . . 
This is the Prince Rupert team that won the peewee boys' division at the recent Gold Cup 
series sponsored by Terrace Minor Softball. Other division winners were Smithers Calder- 
.woodAngels in bantam girls' and Terrace Travel in peewee girls'. 
Gold Cup ends minor softball 
• . , . .  
Nofih Stars pick up 
Terrace's Flaherty 
Terrace's Wade Flaherty, the their rookie camp at Brainerd, 
graduating g0altender of the 
Western .Junior :Hockey 
League's Victoria Cougars, 
won't be playing in the .,Buffalo 
Sabres organization this season. 
When Buffalo drafted •Wade last 
summer, he was expected to sign 
with them following this past 
junior season. However, he 
wasn't offered a contract. So, he 
was contacted by Minnesota 
North Stars and asked to attend 
Minnesota, with the .possibility 
of playing for their Kalamazoo 
farm team in Michigan. Wade 
left Sunday and will be: at 
Brainerd for about hree weeks. 
Meanwhile, Jeff Sharpies of 
the Red Wings has left Terrace 
to spend a week at Penticton's 
summer hockey school. He's ex- 
pected back by this coming 
weekend.. 
Clark comes close,.  
f 
in Toronto IO-K 
25th.: 
Although he placed• sixth :at 
Toronto, Clark's time "of 22 
minutes, 49 seconds was only :1.7 
off the winning time. Bosse Lin- 
dquist of Sweden won in 
22.47:3. 
Lindquist had won the Win- 
nipeg marathon as well. 
Wheelchair athlete Dr. Paul 
Clark salvaged a sixth-place 
finish out of two events back 
east in the month of June. 
After a three-chair collision 
knocked him out of the Cana- 
dian Wheelchair Marathon at 
Winnipeg on the 18th, he went 
on to Toronto to take part in the 
Variety Village 10-K race on the 
"-TerraceMinor Softball wind- Angels won out in the bantam test --  offered the most thrilling | 
up tournaments  June 25 girls' division, finale. Terrace Travel had to ;' " " 
I weekend had three different The boys' peewee section was score in the bottom of the Communities as winners of their a three-team effort in a double- seventh to count an 11-10 win annual 'Gold Cup' series at Elks knockout setup, with a single over North Coast Ravens. Park .  .. . ehmmation for the top pair. In thenine-team peewee girls 
Prince Rupert wenth°me with Prince Rupert had n° pr°blems seeti°n' each squad played f°ur I I 
the hardware from the peewe~ winning. ~mes to determine the two .top 
boys '~ division, Terrace Travel Tltey scored indouble-figures teams for a title match. Prince 
wonthe  peewee girls' section, in all :four prehminaries, then Rupert and. Smithers Calder- 
and Smithers 'Calderwood thumped NOrthwest SpOrtsmen wood met "m the final, with 
Smithers Winning 15-6. 
'Te Tim Horton Donuts was the I ~8 .~O ~~ ~ l  . :'"'~l~) 1 ~l~' J r race  29'6 :in, the championship game. third entry. ' A complete list of scores can ,.,,.,,.,.,,..,,.,-El Babe The bantam girls - - .a foui'-:be found in this week's score- 
team round.robin with t,tlecon- board. CATCH THE ACTION 
Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
Summer Stroke 
Improvement Lessons 
for new non-competitive swimme[s 
9 years to 12 years old 
-July 10 to July 21 
day to Friday 
,hour sessions 
lister at the pool. 
win zone:-, 
I [ "]II 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 (TERRACE) 
E 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
n ight ly  enter ta inment .  Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
635-6375 
l i  IN  I I I I  I I 
" , -  • , -  
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~ SUNDAY, JULY 16th, 1989 
TERRACE, B.C. CANADA 
Terrace Minor Baseball's 
junior Babe Ruth reps have won 
the zone 8 championship in a 
four-team playoff held at 
Houston on June 24th weekend; 
After losing their first game 
II-I0 to Burns Lake in the 
opener of the double-knockout 
Series, Terrace came back to win 
four-in-a-row to take the title. 
They beat Smithers 26-I, down- 
ed  Houston 19-I, then took 
Burns Lake twice --  29-5 and 
19-3. Terrace now travels to 
Duncan for provincial finals 
July 21 to 23. 
' L "  ;N O TI C 
L 
.r ~ 
%. 
m 
THE RACE: 
• 1 km swim across Lakelse Lake 
• a 40 km cycle 
- followed by a 10 km run 
- a demanding course designed to test 
the stamina of the fittest! 
ENTRY FEE: $35.00per person " 
ENTRY DEADLINE: Sunday, July 2. 1989 
11.."!/1 Northern 
/ E . J~  ComputerConcept$ (" 
Nilkinsof / 
R' I .  l " l .  ~"  '~ . '  • ' "  " " 
Canadi>n 
© 
Canon 
ALL THORNHILL AREA PLAYING FIELDS WILL .......... ' "="~ 
BE SPREAD WITH GRASS FERTILIZER ON: ~,.:-~-'~'~,~ ! i  ~ , .~  " ...... 
JULY 3 ~' 
AUGUST 2 • OCTOBER 6 : ~l 
ALL TERRACE AREA PLAYING FIELDS WILL . . . .  : ~: : , - '  
BE SPREAD WITH GRASS FERTILIZER ON: 
JULY 4 - 
-AUGUST 3 • OCTOBER 5 
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Terrace Rev iew- -  Wednesday, July 5, 1989 : '':~ '•~ - " 
Terrace wins at old  soccer 
The Terraceoldtimers an- In game one, Terrace 
nual  soccer tournament Northern Motor Innplayed 
started out as a six-team, 'Kitimat-to a 2-2 tie. ~ Next it ~ 
I l-game series on June 24th -was Hazelton- and Kispiox 
weekend,, but wound up with.." combining to  blank Kitimat ~i: 
three teams and only five: .2-0. "'" ; i~!i ~i::~'~::i 
games: " m --: " Game three sa~v-l"errace ...... , 
The turmoil began on whip Hazeiton-gi'spiox 9-2i ~/i! •i:~:' 
opening day. when m Prince Kith-nat hen went up against " :':~::':' - ~: :);~... :~::i::~'~' : 
RUpert and. Greenville failed• Hazelt0n-Kispiox once more. i~!i ~z, 
to show up'. Toadd ta  woes, This time Kitimat won 5-2 to ~ ~ 
Hazelton and Kispiox showed earn a spot in the final against ~ ~'~ 
up withhalf-rosters. • Terrace. 
I t  meant major revamping The final was wide open After a lot of last.minute schedule revisions, the Terrace team won their own oldtimers 
of the schedule into a semi- with Terrace coming out on soccer tournament on the June 24th weekend. 
double-knockout, the top end Of a 7-5 score. 
Babe Ruths make good in Houston 
Contributed by Jim Fick Zeigler, allowed only three hits. another game was necessary and  
The Terrace Minor Baseball The bats again were working played a tnoon  immediately 
Junior Babe Ruth Allstar team over time with Fick hitting two after gam e four. Again the bat- 
made the trip to Houston on singles and a home run forthree tory was very successful, allow- 
Saturday, June 24 for the 1989 RBI's, Brent Neeve with one ing only three hits. The pitchers 
zone 8 Bulkley-Skeena Cham- double and a home run for two were Art Scares and BryanFick, 
pionships, to decide Which team RBI's, Chad Zeigler with one with Zeigler continuing with the 
will represent zone 8 at the Pro- single and a home run and two difficult and very hot job behind 
vincial playdowns in Duncan, RBI's and Art Scares two singles the plate. Zeigler again used his 
B.C., the week of July 17-22. and one RBI. The team once rifle arm to keep the Burns Lake 
There were four teams involv- again came together and worked runners in check and close to the 
ed in the playffos: Houston, like a well-oiled machine, with bases while the Terrace bats con- 
Burns Lake, Smithers and Ter- •some great defensive work by tinued to wreak havoc on Burns 
race. shortstop Rob Larmour and 2nd Lake. Brett Kluss hit two singles 
The first game in which our base Mark Neeve; defeated the and a home run for five RBI's, 
home team played was 11:30 hometown hopeful 20-1. and Gary Peden hit tWO singles 
a.m. Saturday ••against their Game four came after a few and a double for one RBI. 
arch-rivals, Burns Lake. Burns hours sleep at 9 a.m. Sunday. The final score was 17-3 for 
Lake came on:strong, taking an Up to that point th~ Burns Lake our Terrace Allstars, winning 
8 to 3 lead by tiiei~fourth inning, team was undefeated and very them the right to represent zone 
By the last~i ~nid~g Terrace had sure of themselves' after beating 8 and Terrace in the:~provincial 
made a comeback, but lost the Terrace in their first game. The playoffs in Duncan Jul~ 
game 11-10. Terrace Allstar team was ready 17-22nd. 
Game two was imn3,ediatelyat for this match. Now that the team has won 
3:00 p.m. and  the" opponent s The battery was: pitching, the right to go, they must raise 
were the Smithers team. The Brent Neeve, Bryan Fick, and approx imate ly  $5,000 for 
Terrace Allstars, with some Gary Peden with Chad Zeigler transportation and accommoda- 
~ ~ ~ :~•: ~i~•i !•~ilili •ili •::  ' :  •L~•• 
ii i!: iiii • 
.: ," ' 
• . . '  • . 
great P i tching by  Garth catching. The pitchers allowed- •tion in order to:,go to the 
Mutschke and Gary Peden (pit- only three hits while Zeigler gun- playdowns. Please keep your ': 
ched a no hitter) and some ned down four of the Burns eyes open for the boys holding The top boys' basketbal l  player at "rhornhill Junior School 
outstanding bat work by Bryan Lake team attempting to steal' bottle drives, car washes, was Kurt Muller. He accepted his honor from teacher Miss 
Fick (two singles, one double, 2nd and two thinking theymight bingos, etc. and support heir of- T. Dunphy at the school 's  windup ceremonies on dune 28. 
One grand slam and six' RBI's), make it from 2nd to 3rd. Our forts. 
Kevin Oates (threesingles, three hitting continued as started in 
RBI's) and excdient playby the Game two. Fick - -  two singles, , EVE |LCOME! - 
Dollar d up)  whole team defeated Smithers one double, one grand slam 26-1. When the game was over, home run and one regular home 
we knew the stiffness from ,the run for eight RBI's; Brett Kluss 
threehour drive had worn o f f .  ~ - -  one home run for two RBI's, ~! 
Game three was played at 7:00 and Kevin Cares - -  one single i~ii )e~ 
p.m. the same night. The op- and one double for two RBI's. ~ 
ponems were the hometown The final score was 29-5 for Ter- lace 
Houston team. Once-again the race. i " . • : " 
Terrace battery was .excellent. . Game five was the final game . ;  ~ ' 
The pitchers Chad Zeigler, to be played. As Burns Lake had . . . .  way. 16 West  
BrYan Fick and Gary Peden, and* only lost one game and the tour- ~:J--~r' )" I ~ ~ |  I¢ AT 4 :3O.P .M,** : .  : 
catchers Ryan Kennedy and : nament was a double knock-out, : "  i ~1  • ~ii~i~ I , ~ 
SUNDAY:  ssociat:" ,~7~, .~ Ru ~': Te~ ton ~ i  
.: . . . .  o/i if•/. n eru ers  , ~ ~:'=~ MONDAY:  T ckey ~i,~,~:iii!i~,!~:~ 
' ' :~',~ TUESDAY:  tip Society ~ ~.-'~;i~:~ The Terrace ladies Northern Skeena 'A' once again. This i ~ ~,. ~ ~. ~: . , .  
Motor Inn Stealers fastball team time Skeena ,got; revenge and ~,!iii WEDNESDA'!!i ~ ack Swim Club ~" ' 
wound up with a second-place won the tourney on =i. 12-4 deci- THURSDAY: ]~ ~yal Purple !~i 
finish at a tournament in sion. ~ i ~ i] b ~!;~ 
HazeltononJune24thweekend. Despiteasecond-place finish, iS ; i~!:~i ,] ~ad ian  Paraple81 ~;! 
The Stealers opened Saturday Stealers won four individual ~ ~=!'~i~'~:~i! f~ B.C. Paraplegic!!~ ~ 
with two wins - -  I0.8 over awards best pitcher for 
Hazelton's Skeena 'A' and 9-3 Laurie Langford; best fh'st base ~! ~~il, Terrace Peaks ~:~ '~:': . i~i/,::: Games . ~~,~ Kinsmen C lub ~i!:il ~,:  over Kispiox Warriorettes. In for Eva Marie Sarich; best so- Games ~':: i,~: 
the semi,finals Sunday morning tend base for Diane Green; and i;ili~ii~i! i yOU/~OVO a NI  
• they beat HazeltonLakers 16-12 best .right fielder for  Marilyn iii!!,:~.i!~;", ~!~,~ i.':~:l'~',~ ~,i:.~,~,~i:!:~'i: 
to .  reach  the finalsL against Bulleid. ~ ~ '"~ ~' 
"Yes, we new,have your favorite selection Imports!" 
635-6300 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . .  STORE COLD BEERand:I WINE • o . • 
" -i..: .~: ~'bl'o~lmy m Fm~lay Strut(hay , Sunday ,. : ' 
• " ~"~• ' 10 a .m.to , t l :p ,m.  •  . :• .•  9•:a, mu, to, l l•p,m.,  .', •,":.. ;:, : i..~•.• I I  &mm.:lo 1! p,m. ' ' .~ Opm Holklalts-- . . . .  .,• , 
. , ; , ,1.~- ~, . : . ,~  - . :  ~-  2~; i , "  ' : : :~  : " : '~ ' "  ' % ~ '~ ' t , '~4~T - , ' ,  ' -= '~.~' '~-~"7 '~Y '2"  ; - -  ~;  f -  "~7:"  ~ '~ ' ,~e~ ; ' t ' ' ' t ' ' : ' ' : ' ' '~ '~- r~ . . . .  : ~ , " " " 
• , . . , . 
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~"err"ce Review-- wednesday, J~idy'5, 1989 i l  
outstanding student achieveme  
: t . 
L • 
:The ~schodl •year concluded 
last week at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School with an even- 
ing ,awards ceremony. The fol- 
lowing students were recognized 
.for their achievements. 
Athletic Awards 
: VolleYball , Grade 8 Boys - -  
Kurt Muller. • 
• .~ Volleyball, Grade. 8 Girls -- 
Mag H ugon 
;Volleyball, Jr. B Boys - -  
Mark Saner: 
i Volleyball, Jr..B •Girls ~ Kyla 
Palagian, Kristine.Torgalson. 
Volleyball, Jr. A Boys --  Ken 
Knull, Chad Ziegler. 
Volleyball, Jr. A Girls -- 
Margo Holosko. 
Basketball, Grade 8 -  Josee 
Banville. 
Basketball, 'A' Boys --  ]Curt 
Muller. 
Basketball, 'A' Girls - -  Nikki 
Schafhauser, Marina Jurgeleit. 
Badminton --  Jason Ryan, 
Mag Hugon, Carl Redmond, 
K.ar_ry Kinney, Mark Saner, 
Sharlee,McKay. 
B.C. School Sports Volleyball 
Camp - -Devona Knowles, 
Kerri Zilinskf. 
Academic Course Awards 
McMurray. 
French, Grade 10-  Angela.~ 
Ryan. 
Math, Grade 8 - -  Mark Von 
Niederhausern. 
Math, Grade 9 (Voc.) - -  Syl- 
vain Gagnon. 
M/ith, Gauss Contest (Grade 
8) -  13can '(3agn0n,i Steven'. 
Drama -- LoreUe W= 
Angela Ryan. 
• Band, Grade 8 -- G~. 
Gogag... 
Band, Grade 9 - -  Ashley 
Band, Grade 10 --  C= 
Cebuliak. 
~:~ :~ Students Council 
Kurt  Mulle~, Chris.. S1 
Maxim, Joel Roesel. " 
. ,  Math, Pascal Contest (Grade Carl Devost, Jessica Lami~ 
. - Debbie/D0dd, Bryan I~ 
9) -- Bryan Trehearne, Jody Paula  McKay, Karry Ki 
McMurray,_ David Carson ,  : Lorie Hall. 
-Math,  Cayley Contest (Grade 
10) - -  Heath Muller, James CounterAttack 
Stein, Nic01e Colfison . . . . .  . Service Awards -- Jod 
Physical Education, Grade 8 drews, Angie Parmar, / 
Mag Hugon, Josee BanviUe, Balatti. 
English, Grade 8 ~:Bryan 
Trehearne. Typing, Grade 9 --  Dennis 
English, Grade 9 --  Jody: McCarron. 
Jason Ryan, Kurt Muller. 
Physical Education, Grade 9 
-- Tanya Losier. 
Physical Education, Grade 10 
- -  Ken Knull, Angela Ryan. 
Science, Grade 8 - -  Christine 
Todd. 
Science, Grade 9 --  Shawn 
Dimitrov. 
Science, Grade I0 -  Michael 
Coburn. 
Social Studies, Grade 8 --  
Bryan Trehearne. 
Social •Studies, Grade 9 -- 
Nicole Sanches. 
Social Studies, Grade 10 --'- 
Donnie Hill. 
McMurray. • Typing, Grade 10-  Kristine 
English, Grade 10 --  Lia 
Wandl. " . . . .  Torgalson. 
i Business Education - -L ia  
French, Grade 8 :(fran-. Wand l .  , .  .... 
c0p;l{0ne);-- Josee Banvil!e. i " "  "'~:~'~s, Grade 8 - -  Rodney'§an~ 
French; Grade 8 (anglophone) ches - ' 
Bryan Trehearne. 1 -- " Arts, Grade 9 -- N'cole Sail- 
.French, Grade 9 - -  Jody ches. " >~ 
th  ' ins An athlete wi bra ' 
David Shepherd, a Skeena junior high school athlete, has learned 
to combine sports, and academics-quite nicely,:and for the 
third year m a row he's,walked off with an arm full of awards 
during Skeena,s awards ceremonies. To start, he was given a 
special presentation for winning Grade 10 subject awards in 
-English, math,' French, socia!sfscience, consumer education and 
• physical education, Shepherd also won the Grade 10 top 
academic award, andsharedlthe p.utstanding student award with 
Jason Krause. He naturally picked up a diligence award for his 
grade, a service award for student ~:0uncil, and h6shared the. 
dedication award wlth.Chad~and Dave Edmonds in track and 
field. Next.fall he'll,start collecting honors at Caledonia senior 
hig h school. t 
Coming    :,events = in 
.regional..spotts. . . ,  
The Terrace Bluebacks wi/n Michiel ~'school. These classes" 
club has a Monday-to-Friday 
swim camp for newcomers aged:.. 
nine to 12at the Terrace.pool 
from July 10th to 21st. It runs 5 
to 6 p.m. each day of operation. 
The fee is $20. Youngsters 
should register at the swimming 
pool,. 
There's still time to sign up 
for the third annual Skeena 
Valley Triathlon coming up July 
16th. Entry forms with complete 
"information can be found where 
Triathlon posters are located. 
Kitimat's Marlin swim club 
has a summer sports camp runn- 
ing from July 4 to Aug. 18. The 
cost is $20 a week, and you  
register at Tamitik. 
The Terrace Peaks Gym- 
nastics Club has a summer camp 
Honour Roll Studen! 
Grade 8 --  Josee Banvi 
Grade 9 =- Nicole Sane 
Grade 10 --  Angela Ry 
Citizenship 
Grade 8 -- Jason Ryan. 
Grade 9 --  Jonathan Mackee. 
Grade 10 --  Lorie Hall. 
Best Overall Student 
Nicole Collison. 
start at 9 a.m. 
The .Terrace Stock Car  
Association has a track clean-up 
Wednesday night at the speed- 
way. All members please turn 
out. Following the clean-up at 8 
o'clock is a general meeting at 
the Sandman Inn. 
The Credit Union Soccer 
School is on in Terrace from 
Monday the 10th to Friday the 
14th, and there's till openings 
for boys and girls aged five to 16 
years. You can pick up applica- 
tion forms at your Credit Union. 
The same school goes at Kitimat 
from July 17to 21. 
Boys agedl I to 17 whowould 
like to take part in the North- 
west Soccer Academy in Terrace 
Ford 
Credit 
starting this week and ,running. July 23 to 28, should contact Liz 
~Very Monday .• at: ,Claren e Ball at 638'8995 e~,enings. 
Nlkkl Schafhauser and Marina Jurgelelt shared top honors 
as best Thornhill Junior High School basketball players of 
the year. Teacher Miss S. Murdoch made the presentation 
at the school's June 28 awards night. 
FESTIVAL 
OF EXTRA VALUE:- 
• June 27 to July 31 
" 1. __  T I=MPOf fOPAZ 
$457 customer cash 
m 
2. RANGER 
"Regular Cab" only 
$500 customer cash ~ ] i /  
NB: $500 on Supercab cancel led - "  
3. "F"  SERIES 
MANUAL 
TRANSMISSION $500 customer cash 
4. F INANCE RATES '--- FORD CREDIT ONLY 
o PROBE TRA  R BRONCO I I  " • ~: ,,i"! ~
• Rc, 
: 12 -'24 months {l.9% 9.0% 
25- 36• months ,~ 9.9% 10.0% : J: 
3~-48 months 10.9% 11.0% 
. !  
Probe rebate cancelled 
TERRACE 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B,C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800.772-1128 
-" . I  
I i • I i |  " l i P "  I V i 
] 
:,,:- ....: TOTAL :,,-:,,, 
BUSINESS SERVICES-  - 
• ' " " '  ,TYPING , 
. VOICE PAGERS * PHOTOCOPYING 
. .'24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
6388195 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
~ TERRACE PRE-CUT ~ 
/ /Hemlock  & Cedar Fencing 
Buy Direct  From Mill 
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
Greenhouse 
2903 Braun Street,  I,.'IL~iQR1 
TERRACE, B.C. 
l V ~  ~ m v - -  
West Coast 
Landscaping 
i i i i i i m I I I . m  
DESIGN - -  INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL --  RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Slmpson Cres. 
Ten~ce, O,C. 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
~;:,;,~:~.: ,, L ..... ' ' TRY 'BUTTON$1r  
LI:!~II:,/' " .~U,E~0~ ' l : ]i: IFOR YOUR: : ;~ ;i ! .. i 
~ '  SPECIAL EVENT! " 
;k EYE-CATCHING 
Gui0e 
PRO-TECH 
¥ ELECTRONIC 
ENG,!NEER!pG,..o=.o, = 0..  ,,0., 
WE SERVICE IT" 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment __  
Appliances 4s10 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equil~rnent 
SATELLITE T.V. 
2803 Kenney Street 
C~NGES Ter race ,  B.C. 
~. Wolfe Tanning System 
~L ,~_ .A  P. ~,, LANZA products  Phovle to, cm aPlmi IHmeif l  
* ~ 635-9666 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
I 
. .¢ .~ , . . . . .~  - .  . .~ . ,  . . .-: .;  . -~ ' . :  , ~- - " : - ' .~- - : "  
~ ~ ~ ? ~  . . . . .  - ~ ~: • =~-~y~...~-:-:. 
I 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS . 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAiWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
635-29  4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
"k FUN 
Coil KIm: i lN I l !  Mcd 133 
NWC¢ ITBPBm ASSOCIATION • , AFFORDABLEI 
.~ 471!"A Kelth AVe- ' 
:AutoGlass Specialists 
: ~- L~:~': , 
ii3B~3 claims handled promptly 
638../,i66 
. ,  ,~  - 
Loader • Backhoe • Trucking 
Top Soil • Pit Run ° Crush ° Snow Plowing 
waier Lines • Septic Systems 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
PHONE 635-7519 , 
P.O. BOX 1007 KEN SIMONS 
TERRACE, B.C. OWNER 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable-- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specia l ize in conveyor belt 
insta l lat ions,  spl ic ing,  and  repa i rs  
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638.8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-06.63 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
Your complete 
source for all  
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive ~• 
AWWA Investments  Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4530 Lakelse Ave., TeTrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
:'If you're satisfied, tell others 
' . , ,  i f  not , . ,  tell us." 
RON or AL  . 4918 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.VSG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
D 
Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
Vehicles * 
L" 
B&G 
GROCER ' 
~. Laundromat & Carwash 
I ~ ".~a,~, Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
%'- ' ; '~" i  27018. Kalum 635-6180 ! °t 
, , . . .00  
, I D ~ :  Lam,mt,.g I I ~ i / : / !  SALES q l  LTD. I I  
. 
i 
. '_ -~?'-. ' "  , ;. 
|- .'1) . 
' . i  
~il ! 
At the conclusion of a recent tourism awareness campaign, the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce InfoCentre was the scene •of a ribbon,cutting ceremony. Present 
were Miss Terrace Laura Huhn, travel cOunsellor Lara Roldo, alderman Dave Hull, Freeman 
Vesta Douglas and Chamber president Bob Park. The upward trend in tourist inquiries at 
the InfoCentre is continuing this year, and the staffing has been increased. 
Computalk 
by Rainer Glannella 
Certified Data Processor 
Training --  the misunderstood component 
of computerization. 
Compared to a few years ago, more and more first-time com- 
puter system buyers and users are much more aware of the need 
to consider both software and hardware when making their pur- 
~chasingdecisions. However, a large number of users s t i l l  
~Rew;ew : iwednesday, Jui~/5; ~i959 13 
.. ) ld f ie lds  
Silver Butte drilling 
program underway 
Tenajon Resources Corp. of 
Vancouver announced recently 
that its summer drilling program 
has begun on the Silver Butte 
gold and silver strike north of 
Stewart. 
: Tenajon acquired the Silver 
Butte claims last month from 
Esso Minerals Canada by buy- 
ing ouLEsso's 50 percent interest 
for $2,144,582, said by Tenajon 
president Don McLeod to be "a 
remarkably ow price". 
Silver Butte is located between 
two Westmin properties, Silbak 
Premier and Big Missouri, 
about 15 kilometers north of 
Stewart. Access is by all-weather 
road. 
McLeod says the property 
hosts four known zones of miner- 
alization, and Tenajon has been 
able to calculate probable and 
possible reserves on two of them 
at a total of 308,000 tons with an 
average grade of .505 ounces of 
gold and 1.07 ounce's of silver 
per ton. Both zones are open in 
at least wo directions, he notes. 
This year's exploration pro- 
gram will focus on the Kansas 
zone, where the most minerali- 
zation has been identifiedto 
date. Tenajon is currently in- 
volved in a 10,000 foot diamond 
drilling program on that zone. 
The attaintment of 100 per- 
cent ownership of the property 
for Tenajon is contingent to a 20 
percent net proceeds interest o 
Consolidated Silver Buttes 
Mines Ltd., but McLeod says 
that does not affect the Kansas 
zone. 
Chemical advisory committee idea 
eyed warily by regional district 
The Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District board of directors is 
viewing a Kispiox Forest District 
proposal for a "Brushing and 
Weeding Advisory Committee" 
with caution; Regional district 
director Gordon Sebastian has 
been critical of chemical spray- 
ing in the Hazelton area -- a 
position whicl~ the board sup- 
ports - -  and according to R.N. 
Association, Bulkley Valley 
Trappers Association, Suskway 
Community Association, and 
the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine. 
But the regional district won't 
be iepresented on the commit- 
tee. Mould placed a June 23 
deadline on the submission of 
names to be considered for the 
committee, but his proposal, 
dated June 2, didn't come be- 
fore the board until their regular 
board meeting held on June 24. 
Therefore, no name was sobrrJt- 
ted. The Kispiox Forest D;~¢ict, 
because it is located nero t~e 
head waters of the Skeena River, 
affects a large part of the Re- 
gional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, including the down- 
stream Terrace area. 
overlookthe role of adequatetraining i  their transition from Mould, operations manager for 
manual information handling to computerized information hand-- the Kispi0x Forest District, the 
,ling. ' . • 
What most of these users do not realize is that with ever- 
decreasing hardware and software prices, learning and conversion 
is costing businesses proportionately more and more. The prob- 
lem most first-time computer users have in appreciatingthis cost 
is that the largest part of the conversion and learning costs are 
hidden costs --  mainly employee time losses incurred from using 
a system to •less than full efficiency or time losses pent correcting 
excessive errors during the early learning and converting period. 
This is why some Systems analysts call training and conversion 
'the misunderstood component of new systems. ' " 
Over the pas r years I have noticed that many companies which 
would, for example, never dream of putting someone without a 
driver's license behind the wheel of a company vehicle, have no 
qualms about putting a completely untrained individual behind a 
computer keyboard. True, mistakes by an untrained equipment 
operator can cause more damage t ° persons and property than , 
mistakes by an untrained computer operator. However, if the un- 
trained computer operator is given access to corporate data that 
has not been sufficiently safeguarded against errors and deletions, 
the 16rig run cost of such risk,taking could behigher than initially 
expected.. 
One of the difficulties facing the first-time computer¼using 
companies i determining the extent of learning and training re- 
quired. This is more difficult than, let's say selecting hardware 
and software, since computer training needs is very largely a 
'moving target' there are no hard and fast rules, just approx- 
imate guidelines. In addition theie are no required standards 
compared toother aspectsof the compani& operations, i.e. to 
drive a Company vehicle one must have a provincial driver's 
.• license, ~h0wever there is no such thing as a provincial computer 
operator's license(and I doubt'there ever will be). 
So how much and what kind of training should conipanies be 
prepared toengage in? The short answer, though not entirely 
satisfactory, is 'whatever it takes'. In other words, the amount 
and extent of training will vary widely from company to com- 
pany dependent upon factors such as prior skill level of the 
employees, extent of computerization, and appropriateness of the 
company's hardware-software mix to its operations. 
In my experience I have found that most conversion and learn- 
ing phase problems occur when a company allocates insufficient 
or inappropriate ime for employees to learn and become familiar 
with new systems. The most extreme type of situation occurs 
when conversion to a new computer system occurs right in the  
middle Of the company's peak time of business activity. Although 
sometimes this cannot be avoided (it's always busy), conversion 
and adjustment to a new system is best planned i n advance and 
preferably timed to occur in off-Peak times so employees can 
concentrate'tulle on learning the new systems, 
committee would .develop a 
brush control strategy, especial- 
ly  with regard to the use of 
herbicides. ' 
But the board, while it sup- 
ports, the concept, isn't con- 
vinced this committee will have 
any real power and they are 
waiting to see ,who is appointed 
to the committee before offering 
full support . . . . .  
Mould says the committee will 
have "advisory status" only and 
will initially prepare ashort erm 
plan. This will include a look at 
the ministry's five-year brush 
control plan and a review of 
brushing strategy, permitted 
areas, and appealed permits. In 
the long term, Mould says' the 
committee will be responsible 
for an ongoing review of pesti- 
cide literature, to discuss and 
develop treatment alternatives 
to herbicides and evaluate these 
alternatiges, review all future 
permit applications, and devel- 
op a district brush control strat- 
egy with recommendations " r .  ~ 
According to  Mould, 16 or- 
ganizations have been ap- 
proached for participation on 
the six-to-eight-member com- 
mittee: the Office of the Heredi- 
tary Chiefs, Kispiox Valley Far- 
mer's Institute, Kitwanga Com- 
munity Association, Wrinch 
Memorial Hospital Board, Ha- 
zelton and District Chamber of 
Commerce, District of New Ha- 
zelton and the Village of Hazel- 
ton, Kispiox Valley Community 
Association, Kispiox T.S.A. 
Steering Committee, Hazelton 
and Area Sports Fishery Adviso- 
ry Committee, Skeena Water- 
shed Sports Fishing Coalition, 
Northern B.C. Steelhead Guides 
Association, Kitwanga Rod and 
Gun Club, Northwest Guides 
Mr. John Beverley, a Licensed Trustee in 
Bankruptcy from Touche Ross Limited in 
Prince George will be visiting Terrace on July 
6, 1989 and will be available for free consulta- 
tion with individuals and companies who are 
eXperiencing financial difficulties. Mr. 
Beverley will be pleased to discuss with you 
thepossible alternatives available to resolve 
your difficulties, such as: 
• Formal Proposals to Creditors; 
• Informal Proposals to Creditors; 
• Bankruptcy 
• Receivership 
• Orderly Payment of Debts. 
Should you wish to take advantage of this op- 
portunity to consult with our Trustee please 
contact Shirley Dekker at our office in Prince 
George on our toll-free line 1-800"663-5103 to 
arrange for an appointment. 
Touche Ross is a national public accounting 
firm with offices in Prince George, Vancouver, 
Victoria, New Westminister, Langley and 35 
other major business centres across Canada. 
Touche Ross provides a full range of auditing, 
accounting, taxation, insolvency and 
management consulting services to 
businesses and Individuals. 
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arrived in TerraceMaY 30th 
and have been staying here" 
with different family members. 
I met them at the home'0 f , , 
Mrs. Bruggeman. 
This is their second time in 
Canada, ~and this time they've 
done a great deal of travelling 
and camping a long  the way. 
They have travelled to Stewart 
and Hyder, from the north to 
Whitehorse in the Yukon;then 
to Skagway in Alaska and back 
down by ferry. They were 
Heritage Park was the deeply touched by the mag- 
perfect setting for a most color- . nificence of the mountains, the 
• ful wedding last Friday. Start 
McKay, Tenor Drummer and 
Colour Sergeant of the Terrace 
Pipes and Drums, was married 
to Carol'McGillivray. 
.The sun was shining brightly 
as the bride and her attendant, 
Janiee McKay, were piped into 
thepark, where the groom and 
best man, Bruce Bennett, 
awaited them in the gazebo. 
Family and friends, gathered to 
witness the ceremony being per- 
formed by Marriage Commis- 
sioner Linda Harris. The bride 
wore a cream-colored silk dress 
with seed pearls and a 
scalloped hemline. She carried 
a beautiful bouquet of red 
roses, The groom was hand- 
sdmdy dressed in his kilt and 
full regalia. 
After the ceremony, the cou- 
ple departed in style for the 
reception in a 1926 Willys, 
chauffeured by a friend of the 
• groom. This beautiful car was 
loaned to the happy couple by 
George and Gall Munson. A 
large" JUST MARRIED" sign 
was fastened to the back and, 
in old fashioned tradition, col- 
orful tin cans were rattling 
behind, Happy Trails to both 
o f  you and our very best wishes 
for the future. 
wide open spaces and the un- 
spoiled wilderness. To be able 
to just pitch atent, have a fire 
to cook a meal, to experience 
the freedom and the room to 
do all this is something they 
won't soon forget. They 
followed that with a trip to the 
Rockies, to Banff and Jasper, 
which they also enjoyed tre- 
mendously. And just a few 
days ago they took a lunch and 
hiked up Thornhill Mountain. 
But as the saying goes, that 
all good things have to come to 
an end, they will leave Terrace 
on July 9th to fly back home. 
Best wishes to both of you and 
have a good trip. 
Bits 'n' Pieces overheard, 
while at Heritage Park for the 
wedding, that this was the first 
• time on parade for Junior 
• Piper Blake Malcolm. Nice go- 
ing Blakel 
Stan, the groom, phoned 
Vesta Douglas a few days 
before the wedding and told 
• her he was going to pick her up 
on Friday at 2:30. "And where 
are we going?" asked Vesta. 
"To Heritage Park," answered 
the groom, " I 'm going to get 
married." How come 
Friday?" asked Vesta, and the 
groom answered, "Carol (the 
bride) says that there's nothing 
good on TV that day." And 
Vesta says, "But there are all 
these good soaps." The groom 
answers, "We won't tell her 
about those... I'll pick you up 
on Friday. Goodnight." So he 
did, and Vesta was there. The 
wedding was a happy and fun 
event. 
Len and Colleen Froese 
became the proud parents of a 
son, Nathan Francis. Nathan 
was born on Wednesday, June 
28th, weighing 8 lbs. 6 oz., a 
little brother for Ashley and 
grandson to Wally and Elsie 
Froese and Frank and Evelyn{ 
McDonald. Congratulations I 
Visiting• here from ~Holland 
are Piet and Eily T inned,  :Mr, 
• ant /Mrs , 'Tameru~: l i ve : in  :~ '~ 
'Na~'  ob!'the Ye.luWe; ~eY  • 
Some of the residents of Ter- 
raceview Lodge visited K'san 
Village in Hazelton recently. 
The outing was much enjoyed 
by everybody, and the beautiful 
weather made the trip all the 
better. 
I want to wish all the 
residents a Happy Birthday. 
June birthdays were celebrated 
by Donald Campbell, Frank 
Hollands, Opal Cyr and James 
Hillier. Happy Gang Centre 
birthdays for the month of 
June were celebrated by Gerry 
Berghauser, Leonie Duplesis, 
Pieternella DeJong, Freda Dies- 
ing, Annie Green, Goldie Hill, 
Gladys Homer, Anne Hamp- 
ton, Gladys Keeping, Irene 
Melton, Mildred Peterson and 
Alida VandenHende. Many 
Four-way stop ? 
A group of Terracevlew Lodge residents were treated to an outing that wound up in 
Hazelton at the Ksan Indian village heritage center last week. 
Photo courtesy of Terraceview Lodge staff. 
happy returns t'o all of you! 
Mrs. Annette Hawkins, 
formerly of Terrace and now 
of Cranbrook, was visiting Ter- 
race for the wedding of her 
daughter" Trina Robinson to 
Dean Franzman on July 1st. 
Annette says a big "Hello!' to 
all her friends in Terrace. Time 
was too short to visit every- 
body. 
After the wedding, Annette 
went on to Smithers for her 
mother's anniversary party, 
and from~ Smithers he fi~W 
back to Cranbrook. Atinette 
:keeps herself busy working at 
the Donut Factory in Cran- 
brook, husband Rob is 
employed as a salesman i  a 
furniture store, and their son 
Kris is going to.be in Grade 5 
in the fall; 
Have a great week 
everybody. Phone me with 
your Bits 'n' Pieces for this 
column at 635-2723. See you 
next Wednesday. 
Council ponders 
traffic problem 
TERRACE --  City council's 
Planning and Public Works 
Committee discussed apparent 
traffic problems at the Halli- 
well/North Sparks intersection 
last week but soon found that 
finding a solution will be diffi- 
cult. They have put the matter 
on the agenda of their next 
meeting for further discussion 
and it will be some time before a 
recommendation is made to 
council. 
No one seems ure just where 
the idea of a traffic problem at 
this intersection came from, but 
committee chairman Ruth Hal- 
lock believes it was a phone call 
or letter from a city resident, 
She says the concern is related to 
the driveway~ to an apartment 
building that ~is located only. a 
few feet north o f  the intersec- 
tion. :=' ~ :":':" ~'f.!. /--. 
At one time, according to 
Director of Engineering, Stew 
Christensen, H~dliwell Wds :a  
tht0ugh street ~,when rdriving 
east, with a stop sign in the 
west-bound lane, and North 
Sparks was a through street 
going north with a stop sign i n 
the south bOund lane, He says 
this was changed because it 
c~eated a hazard when traffic on 
Halliwell continued straight 
through the intersection and was 
in conflict with traffic travelling 
north on North Sparks. At the 
• present ime North Sparks is a 
through street while there are 
stop signs on  both lanes of 
Halliwell. 
The current problem was 
created, according to alderman 
Bob Cooper,' when the apart- 
ment was built anda new traffic 
flow was created at the intersec= 
tion. Now, "Nobody knows 
Who's going to dO what, '~ says 
Cooper, Installing a 4-way stop 
at the interdection was suggested 
but the committee feels there 
may be a better solution. To 
find outwhat that is, we'll just 
have to-w~iit; ~ :~"':i '~ ' 1 ~:.~ 
?oming Events 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club Summer Camp will be 
held at Clarence Michlel School starting Monday, Ju.ly3. 
Registrations for recreation classes will be held each 
Monday at 9 a.m. at the school. For more Information, 
call the registrar, Irene Kuhar, at 635.3215. 
TheTerrace French Preschool is now taking registration 
for the Fail. Our new location will be at the Christian 
Reformed Church, 3608 Sparks St. To register, call 
Jayne Lin at 635-2254. 
Thursday, July 6 - -  A meeting will be held at the 
Seniors' Lounge, 4623 Tuck Avenue. All former 
employees of the home for aged, Skeena View and 
Skeenaview Lodge please attend to  finalize plans for 
the reunion. 
Saturday, July 8 --  Northwest Counselling Centre will 
be conducting a "Communication Skills Workshop for 
Couples -- Level I" from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Northwest 
Community College, room• 2001. Facilitated by Lynn 
Hughes and Lil Farkvam. Please register at the North- 
west Counselling Centre, 4711 Lazelle Ave. For more in- 
formation, call the Centre at638-8311. 
July 10- 28 (session 1); August 8 .25  (session 2) --Ter- 
race Little Theatre will be conducting summer school at 
the McColl Playhouse On Kalum Street. Session one is 
from 9 a.m. to 12 no0n for 7.to-11-year olds; session two 
is from 12:30 to 3:30 P.m. for 12-to.14-year-olds. For fur- 
ther information, phone MeffY or Jo at 638-8061 eve- 
nings. 
Tuesday, July 11 - -  Dr. Ernst-Ludwig Iskenlus, a Ger- 
man member of I.P.P.N.W., will speak on the purpose 
and dangers of low level flights at 7:30 p.m~ in the library 
basement. He will be sharing the German experience 
With us where intensified public pressure has resulted 
in "export', of these hazardousexercises to other NATO 
countries. There is presently planned "reconnaissance 
• flights over non.populated areas as they cross B.C., ex- 
cept that they come within20 miles or thereabouts of 
Houston". ~ 
Saturday, July 15 - -  GRAD '69 REUNION: In order for Us 
to meet our commitments, anyone planning to attend 
the reunion festivities MUST have their money in by July 
15th. We cannot guarantee spots after this date. Please 
contact'Rhonda at 635.4294 or Debbie at 635-9190. 
Saturday, July 29 -- Terrace Oldtlmers' Reunion annual 
banquet at the Oddfellows Hall, 3322 Munroe, Terrace, 
social hour at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Welcome to Ter- 
race residents prior to 1960. Tickets are on sale.at 
Rose,s Shop, Terrace Drugs and Grace Fell Florist. 
August 4.6 --  Grad '69 Reunion are planning a reunion. 
Any former students who did, would have or should 
have graduated then and wishing to attend, can phone 
Rhonda at 638-8787 or Dabble at 635.9190. 
Saturday, August 5 - -  Northwest Native Summer 
Festival at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 Kaium 
St, Arts and crafts exhibition and sale beginning after 
the parade to 5 p.m. Hourly door prizes. A Native dance 
exhibition will be held at Lower Little Park Bandshell 
starting at 7 p.m. For more information, call 635-4906. To 
book a table, leave your name and phone number with 
Vivlan. 
SundaY, August 13- -  The annual Children's Festival 
will happen. All freel All funl Fot more Information, con. 
tact Elizabeth at 635.3487 or Lori at 635.9533. .- 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . : :  , 
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" r :IFORMANCE RADIAL 1. 
I kO l iO /  i i~ 
GET 4 
• (HR SPEED RATED) 
• BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
S/Pdce  
s~ s~t of 4 swat 
P205160HR13 $404.85 $134.95 
P185/50HR14 425,85 141,95 
P205170HR14 449.85 149.95 
PI95/50HR15 434,85 144,95 
P195160VR15 467,85 155,95 
P205150HR15 443.85 147,95 
P215170HR15 497,85 165,95 
P225170HR 15 503,85 167,95 
P235/70HR 15 "539,85 179,95 
OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS 
P195170R14 419,85 139,95 
P205170R14 443,85 147,95 
P205/60R14 431,85 143,95 
P215/50R14 434.85 144.95 
P215165R 15 461.85 153.95 
P245160R15 563.85 187.95 
P255150R15 590.85 196.95 
- . _ . .  . , . 
TERRAIN RADIAL FOR 
PICK-UPS, VANS, 4X4'S 
-'110"" 
WRANGLER AT 
BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
7(X]R15 D8 $127.95 
750R16 D8 148.95 
80QR16.5 D8' 146.95 
8751116.5 D8 158.95 
950R18.5 D8 166.95 
195176R14 C6 110.95 
215176R15 C6 117.95 
235#751:115 C6 127.95 
225/751116 D8 151,95 
245/76R16 El0 186.95 
21518BR16 D8 138.95 
23518r~q16 D8 146.95 
OUTUNE WHITE LETTERS 
195pr~ u ~,~ 1~1 ~qK 
21~ 
23~ 
25~ 
22~ 
25~ 
i ; :  .,,~ 
• . {.:<{ 
L ' "  
•?,  
. ?/-~;~i i _ , : .  - . ? 
e 
D- i . , ,  
I 
- ,  t~ .  
i~F ' . .W/ '  " 
', 7: 7! 
ii.:t..::: ~ -_:-: - - _  " _ -  '- : _ _ Radials for vans, 
: I t1~!~11~11~~; ; : :  pick-ups & 4x4's. 
JUNE 24- -  JULY 22 
somet n .es 
have to : 
your own road. 
- , ' ,  : : ,  
ALL SEASON RADIAL 
-*60" 
, P155/80R13 
" :: ";" P165/80R13 
:.--: ,. ;, P17~5/80R13 
" '::-:~;'~'- P175/75R13 
_~ P185/80R13 
P185/70R13 
P175175R14 
P185/75R14 
P185/70R14 
~, P205175R14 
i ~ ; .', P205170R14 
~i.' :~ P215/75R14 
i;~ P205175R 15 
P215/75R 15 " 
~ " :  ~ '  P225175R15 
: : : ~ < , P235/75R15 
" ' -7  
IL~,,- ~,: • 
work or play; Wrangler A.a'~m,~e 
~e whether you're travelling along file 
~g tracks through the wilderness. 
ARRIVA 
WHITEWALL  
Sde Pdce 
8~e Each 
64.95 
74,95 
64.95 
83.95 • 
88.95 
85,95 
91.95 
86.95 
88.95 
99.95 
93.95 
96.95 
105.95 
107.95 
104.95 
106.95 
112.95 
115.95 
e line of Wrangler Radials-proven 
~-ups, vans, 4x 4's and R.V.'s. We have 
'REMIUM 
~SC)N RADIAL 
VECTOR 
WHITEWALL  
ii ~ Size 
P165/80R13 
~ P~75mm13 
P185/80R13 
P175/70R13 
P185170R 13 
P185/70R14 
• P205/70R 14 
1 P17517.5R14 
P19517Bt14 
P195175R14 
P205/TBt14 
P195175R15 
P205175R 15 
P215/751t 15 
P22517~R15 
P235/75R15 
95 
• vehicle and your kind of driving. 
Sle PHce 
Each 
$ 69.95 
79.95 
87.95 
91.95 
94.95 
97.95 
104.95 
112.95 
91.95 
94.95 
98.95 
99.95 °
104.95 
108.95 
112.95 
114.95 
124.95 
• • < . 
~:;Tr 
Rm'ncit~#s. e~i/aMe.¢# M/ Wrn at )~xr L4~w/ ~ndct  Ciwtm, 
, CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
t ~,~,~ 
.,~. ~ 4929 KEITH AVENUE;:: TERRACE, B.C. 
Kal Tire's own Road Hazard Warranty is honored at over 70  locations throughout B.C. and Alberta 
REGISTER AT YOUR NEAREST KAL TIRE SERVICE CENTRE FOR THE B.C.T,A. 0ANGEROUS GOODS HANDLING COURSE 
" - I i 1 PHONE-635 6 70  
.4 ;- " J~ ,  F AtKM Tire.you must be cmnpl~i ly i i tb l f ted  - -wegummtee: i t i  '• "• '< ...... 
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Your .chance to get.: involved --.,.:i 
Keen House -- Call us for'support and infer. 
matlon If you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women and children. Phone 635-6447~ 
The Alzheimer Information l ine: phone 
635-3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcoholics. 
If someone else's drinking iS affecting your 
life, please Join us in Alanon. Meetings are on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. in the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric war¢l of.Mil ls Memorial 
Hospital. For information or support In a time 
of need, call 638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one else's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism as an Illness. If alcohol Is a 
problem in your family, come to an Alateen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more 
information, call 635-2436. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mati0n contact Maureen or Monique at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth centre's hours are: For 10 
to 19:year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year aide Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
Interest' everyone who comes through the TYC 
Or you can Just hang out, it's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night st 
Terrscevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community Is invited to drop In and catch • 
the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters - -  Do you find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
information, contact; Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need s break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
He previous knowledge expeoted. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621.We look forward 
to seelngyou! 
The Terrace Friends end Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday - 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room et Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide community 
education about this illness.Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more in- 
formation phone Debbie at 635J,383 or Helen 
at 635-4336. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfeilow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunale of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping dleadvantaged peg- 
pie. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
• Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
• Dick Kilborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
• Terrace Contract Bridge Clubplays the !st end 
3rd Thursday of each month st the Legion. :~ 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Linda at 635-5992 cr 635.9141. 
] _ 
The Terrace Kermode Fflendehlp Centre.~0LJid ''~*: i ';/~i;~ 
like t0,!nvite you to  thelr new Dl:op-ln cent re '  
called COFFEE BREAK fromlp.m;to3p.m; : : 
every Tuesday and Wednesday, upstalrsatthe:.~ ;: ~! i  
Friendship'Centre, 3313, Kalum St., Terrace.! If~ ~. : ,  ,/ 
you have freeafternoons and no:placet0 just ~., /•  
sit around and chat, drop In and have a cup of ' :  
coffee, you may see a fdend there. 
Have you Iost i  loved one? Through separa- 
tion/divorce, death of a family memberlfrlend? 
If so, you are welcome to attend.a grlevidg 
group being sponsored through Kermode 
Friendship Centre every Monday.from 1 to 3 
p.m., upstairs at the KerrhodeFrlendshlp Can- 
tre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. For further in fo r -  
mation, call Benlta Chapdelalne at 635-4906. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre Is 
closed for the summer and will be re.opening 
to the public.Sept. 11, 1989. We wish everyone : ;~ 
a safe and happy.summer. 
The Royal Purple Ledge #216, Terrace holds " 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the Io8s of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who have experienced the• 
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178 for 
more Information. 
The All-seasons Steelers ladles' soccer team 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia senior Secondary School. Anyone 
Interested In Joining Is more than welcome to  
attend. 
The Bereavement Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum St. PlY)ace call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Tennis Club Is now having club 
nights at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For information, call 
635-2347 or 638-1514. - • 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8~: -~ 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Parents Association 
welcomes all Interested to attend their month- 
,ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to Iivewithout 
the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps 
to talk about it. Phone Dabble at 635-4383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more Informa: 
tlon or to arrange transportation. 
Want to help with the Fall Fair? The Skeena 
Valley (Fall) Fair Assn. meets every second 
Monday of the month in the library of the 
Thornhill Junior Secondary School starting at 
8 p.m. Plans are underway for this year's Fair; 
if you have any suggestions or want to 
volunteer your help, please phone Mel a t  
635-7402 evenings or Janny at 635-2607 eve- 
nings. . 
HOW~)YOUDOIT HOTLINE --  Your Travel in. 
focentre Counsellor is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums --  Anyone Interested In 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635-5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested In 
participating in the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Aeeeolstlon Is looking for  
• volunteers to work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends . . . .  
Shifts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenings. Any in- 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Meureen 
Worobey at 635-4533. 
Alcohol and Drag Education Video Night st 
Mille Memorial Hospital In the Psychlatrio Unit 
avow. Thursday st 7:30 p.m. 
Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetings every Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. For morn Information 
phone 635-4042, 
The Terrace Breastfeedlng Support Group will 
be hoidlng Its next meeting In September. For 
further information, call Terry Walker et 
63~287 or Diane Anderson at 6380013. 
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The path of  the just is as 
the shines8 light, that Shin- 
eth more a,dmore unto the 
perfect day. ' ' 
Pro verbs 4:18 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church . . . .  
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7:30 p..m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 stroume Aven ue 
Pastor: 
• gr. Al lan g. Noonan 
O.M.I. 
635-23!3 
- [ , .  
"2 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
• Sunday Services: Clergy: . 
9 a.m. & 1 ! a.m. Revereno Bill Anderson 
: Sunday School classes are held during the 9a.rn. service. Child The  Van .  JoA .  Mackenzie 
care is available during the 9 aim. service. Priest-in.Charge 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9011 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  9:45 a.m. 
S(arting Sunday, May 7 - -  Worship Service at | h00 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
• Terrace Seventh-Day Advent=st Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh-- 6,15-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffithe ' 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:;45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
• 3302 Sparks Street 
Pa l lo rs :  
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox united Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister:. 
10:30 a.m. July 9 & 23 Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Eady Service: 
~:30 a.m. 
Aesoclate Pastes 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Momlng servlce: •11:15 a.m. 
351 1 Eby Street 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Pceton 
John Caplln 
Cliff Siebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635=2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiobo " 
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Warship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries . Home Bible Studies • Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
' i 
The Salvation Army, I 
Sunday Services. " ,  ~ ~ 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education ;(all ages) , [ 
i1:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. S01vation Meeting J 
For Further Information coil .i ~ i Jl 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635'6480 
• Christian .Reformed ChurCh 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
1t a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluye - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible StUdy 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:46p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.e17s I 
. . . .  " ' :  ....... " .... F • . . . .  
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A complex collaborative ffort has produced this new sym- 
bol for Terrace, a mechanical creature somewhat gentler 
than a wild Kermode bear, as Northwest Community Col- 
lege rep Audun Birkedal demonstrates. The bear, created 
fo r  the local Chamber of Commerce (represented here by 
Doug McLeod), has a welded rod framework and a head 
that  moves, courtesy of NWCC welding and electronics 
students, and is covered with a velvety white slip-on coat 
provided by Thornhill's Pioneer Upholstery. It will be used 
~on parade floats and may find a permanent home in the 
Business Development Centre. 
Fuel tax rates change 
New Old 
tax rate tax rate Change 
8.281L 7.691L + 0.59/L 
1.0.28/L 9.69/L + 0.59/L 
8.72/L 8.13/L + 0.591L 
Changes in provincial tax rates on petroleum fuels, ~ffective July 
1, 1989, were announced last week by Finance and Corporate Rela- 
tions Minister Mel Couvelier. 
The indexing formulas were introduced in the March 1981 pro- 
vincial budget and are based on the gasoline component of the Van- 
couver Consumer Price Index. 
tHandicapped persons who qualify will continue to receivea re, 
fu~nd of the full amount of tax paid on gasoline and diesel fuel. 
The next quarterly review of provincial fuel tax rates will take ef- 
fect October l, 1989. 
: Summary of tax changes 
unleaded gasoline ,(clear) 
Leaded gasoline (clear) 
Diesel (motive fuel) (clear) 
Aviation fuel, locomotive 
fuel, marked fuels, marine 
diesel, marked propane 
and butane 2.57/L 2.391L + 0.18/L 
There are no changes in the rates for marine bunker fuel, natural 
gas, orBritish Columbia transit ax. 
TERRACE ROTARY 
RIVERBOAT RACE 
. ;i!i!i:i~; •~i~errace Travel Canadian Airlines International Ltd.) 
::i~, , 3rd Prize: Gas Barbeque 
___ J  
Tickets: $3.00 each or Two for $5.00 
Available From Any Rotary Member 
17 
Events  in hi!stOry th is  mont  , , ,  
Complied by TomTaggart :"~:~"~ ;"
July 1: CANADA DAY (Dominion Day, 1867). ~ ~;,~i~i' 
Death of the mental hygienist, Buckminster Fuller (1983). .': ...... 
July 2: U.S. President James Garfield shot twice in back(1881) by psycho*; . . . .  o~'- ~'  
Author Ernest Hemingway (1961) and singer Jim Morrison (1971) 
July 3: Quebec• founded by French explorer Samuel de Champlain (1608). 
Yanks whip Rebs at Battles of Gettysburg and Vicksburg(1863). 
Whoops! 290 Iranian civilians flame out gratis of U.S. Navy missil 
July 4: INDEPENDENCE DAY, USA (1776). 
Death of former U.S. Presidents, John Adams and Thomas Jefferso] 
Birth of the composer, Stephen F. Foster (1826). 
James Taylor and Santana perform live rock and roll in Moscow, U~ 
July 5: INDEPENDENCE DAY, VENEZUELA (1811). 
July 6: U.S. Congress by resolution snatches freedom from Hawaii (1898). 
Jazzman Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong blows out (197 l). 
July 7: Birth of the poet, Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893). 
Japan invades China (1937). ~ 
July 8" The Liberty Bell cracks with resounding thud (1835) never to ring ag 
Slane, Ireland riots for Bob Dylan (1984). 
July 9: French imperialists blow up Greenpeace's Rainbow Warrior at Auck 
July 11: Robert the Bruce, King of Scotland, comes on line (1274). 
Human population of Planet Earth peaks .at 5,000,000,000 •entities (1
July 12: Birth of Caius Julius Caesar (100 BC) Roman general and statesman 
Birth of Sir William Osier, renowned Canadian physician (1849). 
July 13: George Bush does 8-hour shift as U.S. President while Reagan has s~ 
July 14: INDEPENDENCE DAY, FRANCE (Bastille Day, 1789). 
Birth of Pierre J. Proudhon, revolutionary philosopher (1809) . . . . .  ~ • 
E. Whymper and six others cale theMatterhorn (1865), but only three survive. 
July 15: Birth of the artist, Rembrandt van Ryn (1607). 
July 16: Bering and Chirikov discover Alaska for Russia (1741), German G. Steller first ashore. 
Alamogordo (1945): U.S. tests the first Atomic Bomb (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). 
July 17: "Ton of gold" from Klondike arrives in Seattle onboard SS Portland (1897). 
Quack! Honk! Disneyland opens for business (1955). 
SPACEBRIDGE: Soyuz-Apollo plug inr(1975) . . . . .  -~ 
July 18: "The Big Mac Massacre" in San Diego (1984) sets stage for L.A. Olympic glitter. 
FULL MOON, 1989. ~ : '~ 
July 19: . Canadian Samuel Cunard's first steamship crosses Atlantic in 16 days (1840). 
INDEPENDENCE DAY, NICARAGUA (1979). 
July 20: Stauffenberg fails to explode Adolph Hitler (1944). 
Astronaut Nell Armstrong of USA takes the first MoonWalk (1969), ii!~!~': 
July 22: "Monkey Trials" find evolution guilty by jury of peers in Tennessee court (1925).: .i/:!i~ , ,: •./il/ii-/~ .., 
July 23: First Model T Ford hits the streets of America (1903). /.ii' i : : 
July 25: "Das Kapital" hits the streets of London and Germany (1867). 
July 26: Birth of the psychologist; Carl Jung (1875), and author Aldous Huxley (1894). 
Death of Eva Perch, Argentine populist heroine (1952). 
July 27: Korean War Armistice signed (1953), three million losers, no winners. 
Thirteen New York City banks relieved of their burden (1979) . . . . .  . 
July 28: Gen. MacArthur's U.S. Army herds 15,000 Squatter Vets from Washington, DC (1932). 
First "Black Gold" from Alaska's North Slope arrives at Port of Valdez (1977). 
July 29: White Pass and Yukon Railroad completed (1900). 
Triumph 500 wreck breaks Bob Dylan's neck, some brain damage 0966). 
copp , ,.w, F.A s !i ii i , 
1st Prize; $2000.00 
!nd Prize: Weekend Trip for 2 to Vancouver 
luding accommodation (Century Plaza Hotel .... ~-:: }}i. 
STOP SMOKIN 
- . •  
• High success rotesi 
j 
oNy I session~. ! ~ !: 
Loss of urge toi~;sm0ke 
Reduction o[wiff 
by behavioUral"ti 
cigarettes 
Z 
../ 
....~':~' :nted 
bg the habit 
cartons of 
• L.~"'"" Formerly Lase-r Line Therapy Centre... .... - ~ ,  
TEC "i "HNITHERAPY LiFES U -CENT E i! 
In Terrace one day only Saturday, July 15 
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DIGNARD - -  John and Marilyn are proud to an- ~ 
nounce the birth of their first child, daughter 
Amanda, Brook, on June 24, 1989; Weighing 6 lbs. B, C,  
10 oz. 
MARSHALL - -  Parents Clint and Dawn and sib- 
lings Meghan and Kyle are proud to announce the 
arrival of their new family member, Brodie Paul 
Marshall, born June 26, 1989, weighing 8 lbs. 
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I Sally Forth ByGreg Howard I 
ARIES 
Mar. 21 'Apr .  19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oa. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Forecast Period: 7/9- 7/15/89 
Adjust your social calendar to give you more ", 
time for activities involving the younger crowd. 
You can't be everywhere. 
Should you be in the market for beautifying the 
home and improving your surroundings, now 
is the time. 
Use care when mingling with the masses. Acci- 
dents are there waiting to happen. Don't be the 
trigger. 
Efforts directed toward the acquisition of material 
possessions could cause resentment among part- 
nets. Greed is not pretty. 
Your vitality and self coiffidence'should be at a 
peak. A competitive attitude could work against 
you. 
The invitation to meet someone at a liule hideaway 
has all the ingredients for a good mystery tale. 
There seems to be no competition for a leadership 
role in an organization. You're in by a landslide. 
Take care that you don't step on the wrong toes 
as you scramble up the ladder to better things. 
Concentrate on working out ideas toward as-" 
suring improvement in living conditions for those 
who missed out on good fortune. 
GOod judgment in your choice of partnership ar- 
rangements is an important factor in determining. 
the flow of funds. 
AQUARIUS Thetwo love planets, Venus and Mars, in your I I 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 7th house would indicate an interesting meeting 
of minds. I ~ 
PISCES You seem to have an endless ource of energy for [ i Joonesl i lury 
Feb, 19.Mar. 20 accomplishment on the work front. Keep the [ , " - 
• stress factorlow. [ ~ 
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da for Riverboat : 
Daysg  h ringste at e am 
i • The Riverboat Days Commit, 13 begins at the Legion immedi- fiesty runners to help finance 
tee'hist week released an agenda ately following the conclusion of trip to Trail in September for th( 
of events that have found spon- the parade, zone 10 participants in the sec. 
sors for this year's annual cele- • The biggest and best salmon end B.C. Seniors' Games. 
bration of the sternwheeler a. barbecue in the Northwest will $ The Slingers' Race foam., 
Riverboat Days will run from~ be serving i tup  Tsimpsian-style and spills its way down the 460( 
Aug. 3-7 this year, at the Kitsumkalum Reserve block Lakelse Ave. starting a~ 
One sign that things are un- from 11 a.m. tO 7 p.m. noon. It's the fifth year for thL, 
derway is the window decorating .o The Northwest Native Sum- ' event, sponsored by the North. 
and staff costuming contest, mer Festival, a demonstration f ern Motor Inn, pitting the bes~ 
sponsored by CFTK AM'59 ra- traditional north coast• native in the local service industr) 
din, which will run from July 24 dancing, starts at 7 p.m. in the against each other to determin~ 
to Aug. 7. Judging takes place band shell at Lower Little Park, 'who's got the right stuff in thi 
Aug~ 3, and local businesses or upstairs in the Kermode bars and dining lounges of Ter 
who want to enter haveto regis- Fr iendship Centre if the race. 
ter by contacting• CFTK. weather's lousy. • Music in the Park, sponsore¢ 
Thursday, Aug. 3 • Arts and crafts exhibition at by the Terrace Regional Mu 
the Kermode Friendship Centre seum Society, will "fill Heritagq 
•Kinette  Kiddies' Karnival, 1- from after the parade until 5 Park with the sounds of a earle 
4 p.m., Riverside Park. Games ty of local musicians and enter 
of chance for kids (with prizes!), p.m. • Terrace Centennial Lions tainers. 
fish pond, cake walk, a clown family day picnic in Lower Little • It will be idle amusemen 
toss (?), golf putt and many Park, starting after the parade; time at the Kinsmen Paddle 
other activities to keep children booths, games, food and enter- wheel Tavern in Riverside Par] 
busy and entertained for an tainment for everyone, from 2-5 p.m., scheduled event 
afternoon, being a belly flop, tug-of-war, Many years of hard work were recognized when Ginny 
• City of Terrace openhouse, Sunday, Aug. 6 nail driving contests and arm Lowrle was honored at the June 26 city council  meeting by 
city hall, 7-8:30 p.m. A chance • The Seniors' Mile, a new wrestling, mayor Jack  Talstra. Lowrle, one of the original members  of 
to check out some new develop= event this year, starts off on 
mentsin the heart of city gov- Lakelse Ave. at 11 _a.m. The Watch coming issues of the the Tourism and Economic Advisory Commission (TEAC), 
ernment: demonstrations of the zone 10 Seniors' Games Society Ter race  R e v i e w  for further has resigned after nearly four years of service. 
new Stair-Trac wheelchair lift, a will be taking pledges on their events. 
display of new and old fire- 
trucks, proinotional videos for BLANKET 
the city, recently completed ren- CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
ovations, and a new stuffed Ker- These Ads appear in the more Ihan 90 Newpapers o! the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
mode bear. and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potentlaltwo million readers. 
Friday, Aug. 4 $159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
• FIREWORKS - -  scheduled ~ :~:~:>~ 
to belaunched off Ferrylsland Terrace Rev iew at  635.7840 . . . . . . . .  
by the Terrace Fire Department 
atA l  p.m: Plan 'B' in case of 
rain will have the display shot AtCllONS BUSINESSOPPORTUtm'SS EQUIPMENT&MACHINERY GARDENING . HELPWANTED 
off on Monday, Aug. 7. BEWlLDE REGISTERED HOL- Profitable home bualnessesl Be Shingle machlns 18"-24", $8500. nterested inGreenhouse or Hy- Homewives, mothers and Inter- 
• The Terrace Men's Sin-Pitch 8TEINSoxnplMedlepemalsale. linandalb/ independerd. Free Shake cuber, resaw, hydraulic dreponic Gardening? .Gree_n. esled persons needed Immedb 
tournament starts its four-day 93~ad. Wedneiday, July191h, detalls:MsS.Brown,/q~#407- ddve, g5600.Lun/berRemanMill homes $195, Hydreponm uar- alelytoseltOysandglltsforNa- 
11 a.m. ~Zmlp. On the farm, 430 Westvlew St., Coquitlam, with spedalty cmdage: phase, dens $39, Halldes from $140. Iional Home Party Ran. No In- 
run at 6 p.m. in Riverside Park. 48ms MoGulre Road, Sardis, B.C.,V3KSW4. converter, filing equupmem, Over 2000 produds In .sleek, vestment, deliveries or money 
Teams are expected from as far B.C, DJ-I.I.S, tested. Regialered. Well-establlshed gas statlonl $14,000. (604)334-3593, super pdces. Free catalogue, edlection. Call (519)258-7g05; ..... 
ClsaMIled. Contact Chapman convenience store, car wash. (604)283-7494(Car/l=ballRlver). Ca= Toll-free 1.800-663-5619. NURSES! NURSEell 
away as Prince George. AuctionesmUd.,45744Yale Rd., Good location. Net yeady sales Parsons ~ serf.propelled Water Farms, 1244 Seymour NURSESlll Princeton General 
• The Kinsmen Club's Paddle- ChHIiwad~B.O.792-1592. $800,000.Asldng$180,000~us vibratory plow for laylng .cableof_ street, Vancouver, Be V6BSN9 CaringlH°SpitalseeksTeampl~rSinwe are a 20 b d ,~J:ule 
wheel Tavern, an inevitable ad- Mode. (604)567-4500, Vatider- gloSS lines, For Information eal HEALTH. Careand lObed ExtendedOare 
junct to do-pitch ball, opens at 6 AtrrolIOlrINE hoof, B.C. hn Inglis, R.R. #3, Ladysmlth, ' ilkamesn Valley. Salary aeemu- 
p.m, with a variety of malt  NomoneydotmOA.O. lease/ E~,.dting,;luhN WholesaleeXpanding'Fashionenergetl°Oom- B.C., V0R 2E0, (604)7 2-8136.pr ice ,  ~Z2,000. malntaln/protedlmProve your sex ddve/poler~,your Pr stale. fadlllylooatedinthaseenloSin]-ing to BONU contract, aommoda- 
pahy" n~lUlres a major distdbul~ beverages and other refresh- la~ any new/used car or_t.~ Information/Instnletion book; tionsubsl~zed. Inqu~: Dire¢lor 
• Deal dim¢l with Factory uro~r, to warehouse stock and establish $9.95 from Nathan T. Produo- ol Nundn0, Pdncetm General 
ments. CallKeltho:hd,(604)2g0-8669. home party and dlred sales (:op- FOR SALE MISO. .. tions, In~, Box 86900, Nodh Hospital, Box 610, Prlnceto~l:,C,, 
• Children's events at the Ter- eunam. Sedotm Investors only. VOX 1WO, (604)2r'-~2~3. D.9862. Lighting fixtures. Western Can- Vancouver, B.C. 
raceview Lodge, 10-11:30 a.m., A'~'~'-Auto Brokers, dispmal (604)737-2827. . ada'slargestdlsplay.Wholesale " Singles/o~ples. Complete.gee-: 
,gentforA~BallMSe.~.s. Walkln. Stadwoddng. Earn, andretall;Freeealalogueavall- HELPWANI-r-D enmnei~r~l~%l~ 
bring youngandoldtogether .  ReposeuMons, e.mam, .wgm, pro,. Domlno's, eslablished able. NodbumLightlngCentre, g~'~ l~ l~ '~ l~,  n - ' - - - - ' - - " - - ' " - - " " , '~  
The activities, for kids up to six eangtmd=,motom=nes,,x~s. 8outhPeaeehalratudio, foreale. 4600 East HastlngsStreet,Bum- 
Ca, Mr. Prk~ (on~/), (984)=4- years old, include races, games, 1.819. D5476. Fully equlpped In 9rowing ecru- al~, 130 VSO 21(5. Pherm _, munity. Low overhead. Informs- (604)299-0666. . - • ,.,..,,,~ ,,,,,,,fl¢Itlon= GM Planemenl Assistance. RMTIf 
ezaerlence an IIISO h bUt more 901-700 W. Pander, Vancouver, contests, face painting, a diaper Jeep repkcement pads, acces - tion: (604)786-2108, (604)788- Large inventory ol new and used Im~Ix~rlantisbeingssldlle d I~'.- BC,V6GIG8;(604)681-6466. 
derby, and awards for the best eoriae for 1942 to 1989 Jeeps. 2169. desks, 50 ICe cabinets, folding IOn. WilllngtoJolnourtmm un 
decorated bike, trike or bonnet. Huge 8toek, lowerlxk=es, instant NEED A CHANGE? wANT T(~ tables, chairs, household rural- 
service. Gemini Sales, 4736 E. It will go rain or shine, and ice Hut~.., Bumaby, V50 2K7. EARN WHAT YOU'RE WORTH furs, or aft supplies and antiques, in sggresMve, Nit.growing PERSONAL 
cream will be a major factor. Phone .  (604)294-2623, AND WOI~ AS AN EN'[REPRE- Metretown Uquidatore, 53291m- dealershlPchilllwack,lOcatedB.c. Om tln besutlfUldimate, .~..~ =0" '"~ m~aa'a~,~, r, , r _~c~,~r~ ,e .a . , . ,  - - -  
(604)294.4214. , NEUR? I eanshowyouhowtobe pedal, Bumaby. (604)438-6629. recrsetlon, 1 hour from Van- ~e,~ ~'a~.~x~ "v'w.'-''' "- ....... ' 
earning $10,000amonthw~hln6 
Saturday, Aug. 5 "r/OJMOSlerraCkml~4x4, mint months with Just a mln~num in- 1989 GOVERNMENT CASH couvsr, Houses average • . . . . . .  $77,000, compares favorably Oriental Iadlel wish to wdte to 
• The B.C. Old Age Pensioners ¢~d.. short box,, executive vestment ol $500 and YOU own GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEI! with Vancouver at $200,000. single men for friendship: Free 
Branch 73 will host one of their ddam,80.000 miles, lu~pi0aded, yew own franchlesl Mr. Hards. 1989 EdNionllstingixoV~d~ed- Chllllwack Is s great place ~ sample photos aml mmIB. 
eanopy.¢~mpielemsinLre¢ords. I604)657-4381,(604)892-5220. eral grants for businseses, farm" livesndralseslamlly. Corn FdenolyYoum.Box152-B.~LVI- 
famous . pancake breakfasts at  $7,98o O!30. CaB Don, 8am- • ent, students, anlom. ,$24.~ petltlve houflywages with Ix- tal, Manltoba, R2M4AO. 
cheque, credit card, C.O.D. salient bonus indbeneflt pro- ,.,,,,r~a,o ,u~n=nua'r~ua, the Happy Gang Centre from r)pm,(S04)434-7224(Bumaby). EDUCATION Oakdale~,#200,4505-  • . . . . . . . . .  edsnd r~,,~,,,,,,,,., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8-11 a.m. • 101 8L, Edmonlon, AB, T6ESCO. grams, ayouurequaunn P r~m=~.~p~unr:MOECLUBIn- [ntoreitedcMIoollectI:9Oa.m. .~."-",'=-~";.---'~.*--,:~,,~,,men o( 
e. The Terrace Downtown BUSltrdlSOPPORTUNmES STONE MASONRY TRAIN-" (403)434-4444. to 1.30 p.m., (604}795-9104. ah......,.o,.,,,,~0,.,w,4ta#New,jMne , ING. KoolenayStomCentreb - -  ,--.-, . . . .  "- . . . .  ,,-sees- " " "° '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" 
81t l t~r  MM] I I I I I I  I IVMI I  II II ~ .* tZ l t lA~a & Eh . tvAOl l lg  UPL '~ Lions Club will host their an- 6"I'ART YOUR OWN IMPORT// attemptingtoeslabllehaSt.one Amed.GlldestM~wayUlt, revers- ..... ,=~,..moJ~,m~, ,,.k ee~ u,,,m,.,v,.,o.,-, . . . . . . .  , ..... , 
nual Rwerboat Days pancake EXPORT buBInese, even spare Maem~y Training Institution. In0 1/3 h.p, mot~..fold~,_ f o~L.- ,.,,s, v.~-,~ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  v,,,,,.~.~ n C V6B 4A6 
time. No money or experiance. Offedng3-monthcourm'ln- reed, 17' wkle u o~,  Kx;mng Deloy. . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  
breakfast m the parking lot of Stnm 1948. Free brochure: dudeslmtmclionsonoperal- ewivelsaatwtth 11 .wkletrack. JoumeymanMechanlerequlre(I REALESTATE 
the Skeena Mall from 8-11 a.m. Wade Wodd Trade, o'o Odn. lngyour own snail buainen- Maximum weight 898 I~. ,Seat foreMaMahedlmslne= i  Rode/ 
• PARADE --  Organized by Small B~lnssa Inst. 10~pt W1, leading to saU-empleYmenl or belt, Uaed2moe. New~1400; Mounlalntlou~,Aberta. Front FREE . Ix~.  _Cor~Lmaweea 
1140BelamyRd.N.#1,Scadxx'- employmenlesaStoneMsaon. Beg for $3000 (negotiable). end, wheda=gnmenl, tune-upex- v.or .~?ur!eme.nt?.BeJf°m .,~,. 
604) mrl~lleeondeffed.Upd=.t.etrldn. (,enos get all Ins la¢ll. ~ata; the Royal Canadian Legion ough, OmdoM1HIH4. ' GovemmenIMinimal educallOnassletar¢oFrequirod.ipoi. 467-9.480. ,, 
Branch 13, the Rzverboat Days ~Vinyl mmdKk w~tmpmollng MHIIty.Wdte:Box486,Oalmo, "FULLER BRUSH For cat~ ~r,~~e~d'(403)845~141Beneflt~' ComaCtdzye, "/'~74.F°unded]°n Focus, 1.800-663- 
centerpiece will begin entertain- buiimse.ind more even¥°UcInnm$100'000in a small market B.C. V0G 1Z0; Include brief Onnnyil°glse0d~(r°fundable)l°' 6L impod lng ,  1093 Marl~ (403)848-2981 eveningek ¢oIect., SERVICES 
mg pancake-laden onlookers at ms.  We~~l~t  ~ resumsandphonenulmber. Drlw. North Vin~ouver, B.C., TWO Whletb,, B.C. lamillu re- ' ' ' 
1t a.m. ~'m~ly~,000(eer ta l  n DIPLOMA CORREBPON- V'/P1SO. R~mqul r -  qukegve-innannles. N o~_.  - lOBe Injury Claims? Cal. 
DENCE. Free Calendar. Hi0h • The Timberland ' Horse mas). Rmdyforlmmedl¢~Mad Sdmel Ul~mdln~. Eng.lleh, leswolmn~, ers, ddvefslkence, actlvellfes- Canq4anls-20yeamatm tyle. S~t Immio~ely or Sep wr t~mlv .mm,  d~l_.ecl~d 
Showi sponsored by the Totem and the seiion b pede¢l. ADS B0okkHplng, A¢~unu.~, "ORDER BY MAIL" - Lovers' lamber. Free ~IM IPQse. Ca= bMo~lim. 0-660-4g~20/mmu- 
• Saddle'Club, begnns at 3 p,m: at Wsdmrd, kBar ta  I~1. Kelmm~ BO, V lXOanada Ltd., 467 etmlm, Sma= euelm= t ,~m-O°mPutem'  a lmea ~ tnt- =:al=Vu=. Lem Nm, lS~ E u t t e W '  se~ nev~tlu. N eolor I m in~.~ eolleet (6o4)~-r~4= Ind f~¢~' r~.d~ s ' l=~=1"vw)"  E= denesd In head 
the Thornhil l  Communnty e/= =r (e94)ee0-1=98. ag .mnt I .v-.- . 
Grounds. Equestrnan. ;demon- Rsdlsw drop ¢omplele ~ Tuatleo, Mad~lln0, ~ VTktB2. (604)9e7-1176. Ileml I~been(bmel Fbxlbl~! I~  lOBe and In[I/¢lalmL 
stratnons and competmons go mar-row reek and ,,qullm~, ml, tleOItl:mmm,t Tnmw PdNdtHa=(IkltolI=kolIlIm; Toudn... Ndoml 04dle~, 6B.LrrTO1AMLUONREAD- I F..~mon~^lmsemPleInel ,katA.Wem~'.,t~l.__~l='21 
forthree days. ' Warms, .  (104)667-4804, free 1-1100-887'1281 (114- RED AD! CALL THIS PAPER 
, ~ . l l  ,~mlalo Win- I i ,  . . . . . . .  . _ FOR.DETA~.,. e. Steak bar.becue hinted by the 
Royal CImIdianLqion Branch " , ,, , I 14mmF, Mim61mm, E~L I¢/5. . ! i I - - ,  . - 
' CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning 
in ads,, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: I0 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding pubUca- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASS IF IED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. .~: 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion, Minimum 
one inch. 
Emp 0ymentOpportunities 
Strawberries for sale. $1.00 a pound. 
Phone 635.2729. 81two 
STRAWBERRIES -- pick your own. 
80* per lb. Phone 635-3380. 7112p 
To give away -- cute, cuddly kittens. 
Phone 635.2142. 7112nc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cu p- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from g to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 7128p 
BUSINESS VENTURE 
FORSALE 
10 acres deeded land with creek 
situated on Highway 37 in the 
beautiful Iskut Valley; 1800 sq. 
ft. newly-renovated log home clw 
3 bedrooms, large kitchen, stone 
fireplace, wood/electric heat, 
whirlpool bathtub; 960 sq. ft. 
modern store building clw 
freezers, counters, equipment 
(stock optional) Includes several 
Agencies; large log barn clw 
garage and workshop; unlimited 
tourist potential. Asking 
$125,000. Phone: (604) 234-3141. 
IJdncees House Canal, a (3olgate- 
Palmolive company famous for cry- 
stal, silverware and other decorator 
products. To find out how to become 
a consultant call collect, 824.3445. 
8/4 
1981 Subaru, good running condi- 
tion. Asking $1,400. Phone638-1678. 
715p 
1975 Chrysler, good shape. $750 
firm. View at 5189 Akroyd Road or 
phone 635-9652 and ask for Gene or 
Ed. 715p 
rhe Native Education Centre 
)f Vancouver. B.C.'s largest 
ndian controlled post-secon- 
Jary education Institution re- 
luires Instructors IMMEDI- 
ATELY for a Native Adult 
Basic Education Program in 
Chehalais, Terrace, Kitamaat 
Village, Victoria and near 
Williams Lake. 
QUALIFICATIONS: The appli- 
cant should possess the fol- 
lowing qualifications: 
• Successful past teaching 
E~xperlences with Native peo- 
I~le, preferably at the adult 
level; 
• knowledge of Native cur- 
riculum and cultural mated- 
als; 
• ability to work closely with 
Native communities; and 
• B.C. teaching certification 
or equivalency. 
Terms: 
START DATE: September- 
October, 1989. 
SALARY: $2,800 per month. 
PLEASE SEND A HAND- 
WRITTEN LETTER OF APPLI- 
CATION AND A CURRENT 
RESUME TO: 
N.E.C.OUTREACH 
COORDINATOR 
285 East Fifth Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. VST 1H2 
873.3761 
DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLI- 
CATIONS: July 10, 1989. 
Important Message for Businesses and Managers 
ABOUT WHMIS 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the 
Hazardous Products Act that require every workplace in 
Canada to have a WHMIS - -  Workplace Hazardous 
Materials Information System. 
• Inventory of hazardous materials 
• labelling and classification 
• material safety data sheets (MSDS) 
• employee training 
Call us today for free initial consultation. 
Jackman Consultants inc. 
5122 Medeek Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1E1 
Phone: (l~ll) IklS-US:l FAX: ( l~l )  6S5.4071 
COMMUNITY FUTURES ADMINISTRATIVE 
P.O. BOX 622 ASSlSTANTIBOOKKEEPER 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G4B8 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
The Board of Directors of the 16-37 Community Futures 
Business Development Center (BDC), is seeking an Ad- 
ministrative Assistant/Bookkeeper for its Center. 
JOB DESCRIPTION: The Administrative Assistant/Book- 
keeper will report directly to theManager of the BDC and will 
be primarily responsible for office management, book- 
keeping, performing general reception, clerical and filing 
duties as assigned. 
The Administrative Assistant/Bookkeeper willalso be respon- 
sible for typing memos, speeches, correspondence and 
reports, and preparing agenda packages and attending BDC 
Board meetings and taking minutes thereof. The Ad- 
mlnistratlvelAssistant:Bo0kkeeper may be required to  per: 
formsimilar duties for the 16-37 Community Futures Commit- 
tee .  Additional duties include preparation and maintenance 
of staff payroll and client loan payment records. 
QUALIFICATIONS: The person we seek should have except- 
ional organizationalskills necessitated by the diversity and 
volume of work, and have dame nstrated ability in dealing with 
the public. A High School leaving certificate in addition to 
typing, businessand secretarial courses will be desirable. 
Five years experience in a business environment, 3 years 
bookkeeping experience will also be desirable, as would 
familiaritywith business development fundamentals and skill 
with automated information storage and retrieval systems. 
SALARY RANGE: $20,000 $25,000 DEPENDING ON 
QUALIFICATIONS. 
Please submit resumes to: 16-37 Community Futures, P.O. 
Box 622, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4B8. 
CLOSING DATE: JULY 14, 1989. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
~ COLLEGE, TERRACE 
~ "  CONTINUING CARE 
ASSISTANT ! ~PROGRAM 
Requires 2 Part-Time Instructors to teach at 
the College and supervisein!oca! Continuing 
Care Facilities the clinical exPerience of  t6  
students in our 16 week Continuing Care 
Assistant Program. 
Qualifications: R.N. Preference givento ap- 
plicants with experience in the Long Term 
CareField. Teaching experience an asset. 
Appointments will run from AugUst 28, 1989 
to December 19, 1989 and will be paid accor- 
ding to B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. 
For more information contact Ms. L. Tarwick, 
635-6511, local 264. 
The closing date for applications is July 21,  
1989. Applications and resumes should be 
sent to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
OPERATOR. 
This will be a full-time position and is open to all 
career-oriented Individuals. 
The successful applicant should possess the follow- 
ingi 
• 30+ WPM typing ability 
• pleasant telephone manner 
• ability to deal effectively with the public 
• previous office experience 
• flexibility to work shifts and weekends 
Please apply with resume and hand-written cover letter 
to: Tolse¢ Canada Ino. 18. 3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 2N4 Attention: Leone Kieln, 
• I I I1 I I I  ~ I " 
Reliable babysitter wanted week- 
ends and some evenings. Phone 
638-8398. t fnc  
Area representative/office manager 
for Rainbow Rexair. Must have vehi- 
cle and enjoy high wages. Phone 
Lyle at Prince Rupert office, 
624-6600. 7112p 
Nurse Interested In working dayson 
a part time basis is needed to work 
for a community agency that pro- 
vides in-home support for elderly 
and disabled people: Hours range 
from 8 to 12 per week with flexibility 
built in. Apply to Betty Stewart, pro- 
gram director, Terrace Home Sup. 
port Services, 1-3215 Eby Street, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 2X6. For more Infor- 
mation, phone 635-5135. 7112c 
Toddler.time play school applica- 
tions are being accepted for the 
position of nursery school super- 
visor. ECE an asset. Call 847-4800 
for Job description. Mall resume to 
Smlthers Nursery School Society, 
P.O. Box 2955, Smithers, B.C. V0J 
2N0. Closing 'date July 28, 1989. 
7/19c 
Reliable delivery drivers wanted. 
Must have own vehicle. Phone 
638-1500. 715p 
Responsible, honest woman looking 
for steady housekeeping work. 
References available. Phone 
638-1475. 7/28p 
"Hotey" pressure washer. Model 
540E. Output 132 G.P.H. at 1000 
P.S.I. Dlesel fired, Intake for soap. 
Asking $1,200. OBO. Phone 845-3455 
anytlme. 8/4 
HOUSE FOR RENT: Privately owned 
modern recreational cabin on scenic 
Uncha Lake Just south of Francois 
Lake. $301per day. Phone 694.3521 
evenings. 7128 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units~ laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,r0° 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
1 adjoining unit, 
1,735 sq. ft. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
I I . . . . .  I 
• . *L  ~ . ~ 
TrUcks 
Wanted Misc. 
I 
i 
II 
For Sale, Misc. 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
retail space !n the 
Terrace Mini-Mall. 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. tfn¢ 
FOR RENT 
, 1, 2& 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
. Rents Start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apadments 
635-3922 or 635-5224 
m 
2 bedroom doublewlde; 4 a ppl., 
natural gas heat & water. Adults 
only, no' pets. $495./month plus 
deposit. Phone 635-5786. Available 
Immediately. 4/4p 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
lx8 
C.ANm 
,lx§ lx8 
lx6, lx8, lx10 
• Rough 
• Plain 
• T imbers  
• Beams 
• Round 
Fence  Posts  
• Other  
Fenc ing  
Mater ia l  • 
~- VTaG "" '  • Cedar 
• Pine 
lX4  lx6 . . . . . . .  • Cottonwood 
2X4, or x6, or x8...eCeder & SPF 
FLOORING , . i  
lX3  . . . . . . .  , "  Hemlock  
C0mpetative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box 7 ..~ 
Hazelton; B.C. 842-5660 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Utility boxes with locks for pickup 
truck. 4 separate • -  2 for each side 
of truck.. Phone 638-1726 evenings. 
• 7119c 
Large oil tank with gauge. Best offer 
to $100. Phone 635-5843. 7/14 
302 engine, 390 engine with auto- 
matic transmissions. Asking $600. 
ATC Honda 110 3 wheeler. Asking 
$750. Phone 627-1762 after 6 p.m. 
7/14 
Tub, toilet & sink, lilac colour, toilet 
& sink In bone colour, all faucets in- 
cluded. Sliding doors for tub. 3 
closet doors, 5 Interior doors. L~rge 
dog house, twin stroller. Phone 
638-8907. 7/28 
Trl Star vacuum cleaner;, excellent 
condition. 8 months old. Bought for 
$1,600. Will sell for $1,400. 24 
vacuum bags free. Phone 627-7392. 
9/4 
LOST: prescription glasses in blue 
case. Lost In the Sparks Street area. 
Phone 638-8294. 7/28 
John Deers 10-10 gas blade winch 
and canopy, good condition. John 
I)eere 600 diesel front end Iceoer 
and back hoe, good condition. 
Phone63S-S~. , 7n2c 
17.ft. Frontiersman canoe, as new. 
Asking $,350. Phone 632-2970 after 6 
p.m. 5/26 
WANTED TO BUY: 6 horse power 
long shaft outboard motor. Phone 
632-5162. 7/21 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at WOodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
12x47 2.bedroom trailer, Includes 4 
appliances, new Joey shack. Asking 
$7,000. Phone 638-1302 after 6 p.m. 
7/5p 
Harley Davidson FXR, 1340cc, in- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. Asking 
$7,000 firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask 
for Mark. tfn 
Sidecar for 650cc motorcycle; black 
with windshield and raincover. Stor- 
age space in trunk. Asking $1,200. 
Phone 624-5562. 7/28 
1973 Suzuki 125 RV Tail hikA: with 
helmet, 2 new tires & tubes. Asking 
$300. OBO. Phone 635-7940 after 4 
p.m. 7/29 
1979 DT 175 Yamaha; completely re- 
built. Must be seen to appreciate. 
Phone 627-7877 after 5 pm. 7/28 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, petsand toys. •~ 
• Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Appointments for school tours, 
group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PARK, pleeeephone Lin- 
da at 6354546. ~• 7128p 
ATTENTION. If you have worked In 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION. Free Inquiries: Wolf 
Dlener, 3986 Gordon Head Road, 
Victoria, B.C. V8N 3X3. Phone 
1477-5897. 8/30p 
Terrace Daycare Centre, 3425 Kalum 
St., has'openings for 3-to.6-year- 
olds. Qualified teachers, fenced 
yard, pets. For more Information, 
phone 635-3424. 7119p 
The Northwest Counselling Centre 
Is conducting a "communications 
Skills Workshop for Couples --  
Level I" on Saturday, July 8 from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Northwest Com- 
munity College, room 2001. $60 per 
couple. Facilitated by Lynn Hughes 
and LII Farkvam. Please register in 
advance at the Northwest Counsel- 
ling Centre at 4711 Lazelle Ave. or 
phone 638-8311. 715c 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltlmat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to9 a.m. Answerlng ser- 
vlce durlng the day. tfnp 
Abortion (,~ounselllng, Informatlon 
and referral eervlce. Call 635-3487 
anytime. Confldentlallty assured, tfn 
Large well.kept house In Thornhlll 
across from schools and bus. 3 
bedrooms, full basement, 2 baths, 
fireplace, sun room and nice yard. 
Asking $86,000. Phone 638-1442. 
71§p 
Duplex, side by side, 2-story. Each 
unit has, 3 bedrooms, 1'/, baths, 
natural gas heat and hot water, 
frldge and stove, city water and 
sewer, aluminum storage shed, 
large sundeck, laundry• room. 
Serious Inquiries only. Phone 
~ o r m ? a 4 .  • 7P'~ 
i ,  • ii i ii . i . ~ .  J l " f i 
3-bodrcom home, 1,150 sq. ft., In the 
Horseshoe area. Full basement, 
fireplace, carport, natural gas heat, 
large lot with fruit trees. Phone 
635-9083. 7/5p 
Five acres on sewer and water. 
Rural setting close to •downtown. 
$38,000. Phone 635-2760. 8116p 
House for sa le -  1,200 plus sq. ft., 
In Stewart. 4 bedrooms, wood.oil fur- 
nace, detachable carport. Can be 
viewed at 412 Raven St. Phone 
697-2570 in Granlsle. 7/19p 
16-ft. travel trailer, self contained. 
$1,000 firm. View at 5189 Akroyd 
Road or phone 635-9652, ask for 
Gene or Ed. 7/12p 
1975 6th wheel trailer, 31 ft., like new 
condition. Phone 635-5205. 7/12c 
1980 Okanagan tandem trailer;, 17V2 
foot, awning, very clean, toilet, 
stove, frldge,.heater. Ready to go. 
Asking $6,995. Phone 635-5843.7/14 
1976 11-foot Scamper camper;, good 
condition, 3-way fridge, 3-burner 
stove with oven, shower, rear bum- 
per plus step, Jacks. Asking $5,800 
OBO. View at 139 McCaffery Place, 
Prince" Rupert. Phone Paul at 
624-2254 days, 627-7313 evenings. 
7121 
CANOE 
RENTALS 
Wilderness 
Experience 
For more Information contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Phone 635-2909. 
HORSE ADVENTURES! Make your 
dreams come true on a real wilder- 
ness ranch with 40 horses. We Offer 
a lifetime of varied experience, train- 
Ing, riding and teaching. Check out 
our credentials, safety record and 
spectacular wilderness Getting be- 
fore you choOse a summer camp. 
We offer the, best teacher-to-student 
and horse-to.student. Limited to 12 
girls per session. Write or phone for 
brochure or video Saddle Tramp Wil- 
derness Ranch, Southbanks, B.C., 
V0J 2P0. Phone 694-3521 evenings. 
$2951per week. Four 2 week ses- 
sions in July. 7/28 
1977 Jeep pickup; 360, auto trans, 
large bush guard, 8,000 lb. Waren 
winch. New battery and brakes. Ask- 
Ing $1,850. OBO. Phone 638-8016. 8/4 
1989 Dakota pickup; V6, 4-speed, 
auto, air condition, cruise, loaded. 
Trailer tow package. Will take older 
model trade. Asking $22,000. Phone 
635-5843. 7114 
1976 GMC Crewcab truck; running 
condition. "Asking $500. Phone 
635-2001. 7/28 
1980 Ford F.100 pickup; good condi- 
tion. Asking $3,000. Phone 635-5645. 
8/4 
11B4 Dodge Anwy Imek, In odglnal 
restored condition, excellent body, 
hu '  P.T.O. winch. ,asking $4,500. 
P h o n e ~ O r ~  7/6p 
19/9 Jeep J26 pickup, 1-ton, 600 
miles on new motor under warranty, 
new brakes and 8hocks and many 
other new drivetraln parts, incl. 
steering linkage. Paint is less than 2 
years old. $1,000 Alpine stereo in. 
eluded. $6,000 OBO. Phone 638-1621 
or 635-4886. Ask for Dennis. 715p 
1985 Suzuki Samurai 4x4 Jeep, ex- 
cellent, condition, comes with 
matching, trailer and l.4 studded 
winter tires. Phone 842-6467. 7112p 
1085 Western Star, big cam, *4Cum- 
mins, one year warranty remaining, 
15 direct, 44•rears. Complete with 
1987 Anser Jeep and Peerless 
trailer. Ex. cond. Will consider par- 
tlal trade for property. Phone 
635-2439. 7119c 
Wanted to buy -- roof antenna for a 
CB, 1/2 to 5/8. Phone 838-8398. 
tfnc 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
Notice is hereby given to  
creditors and others having 
claims against the following 
estate: 
ALEJANDRO EXCURRA 
ECHENIQUE, also known as 
ALEXANDER ECHENIQUE, ALE- 
JANDRO ECHENIQUE, ALEX E. 
ECHENIQUE, and ALEX 
ECHENIQUE, Deceased, former- 
ly of 111, 4619 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
solicitor at 4509 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P3, on or 
before the 15th day of July, 1989, 
after which the date the estate's 
assets will be distributed, having 
regard only to the claims that 
have been received. 
JULIANA ANOClBAR 
Executrix 
CECIL C. PRATT 
Solicitor 
qmlml ,  m ~ m m m  I l l  mmmmm 
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Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
PROJECT NO. M.5596-0028 
Crushed Granular Aggregate in Stockpile in Echo Pit #2 (New 
#5309A) Stikine Highway District. 
15,000 cubic metres of 25 mm Well Graded Base 
26,000 cubic metres of 50 mmWell Graded Base 
Pit preview will be held on July 10, 1989 by arrangement with Kevln 
Hlgglns, Project Manager (Phone: 638-3362) In Terrace, B.C. 
Documentation is available for the sum of $15.00. It Is also available 
in the Terrace District Highways Office (638-3340). 
Tandem will be opened on: Tuesday, July 18, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. at 940 
Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C: 387.1411. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Doposlt Cheque In accordance with the Instructions to Bidders. 
SEALED TENDERS, completed In accordance with the Instructions 
to Bidders on the forms and in the envelopes provided, will be receiv- 
ed by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways at 940 Blanshard 
Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, B.C., V8W 3E6, unless otherwise specified, 
up to 2:00 p.m. (local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, 
st which time tenders will be opened in public. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions 
of tender can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, 940 Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 (telephone 
387.1411), and for the convenience of lower mainland Contractors 
only, from 7818 6th Street, Burnaby, B.C., V3N 4N8 (telephone 
660-8260), unless otherwise specified, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
The Ministw "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to 
which the construction of this contract shall conform, are also 
available for the sum of $40.00. 
,Payment, as and when required, for project documentation and 
Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction" can be 
made through any Highways District Office. 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations. No such purchases are refund- 
able. 
M.V. COLLINS 
DEPUTY MINISTER 
MINISTRY OF 
PROVINCE OF ". ENVIRONMENT 
BRITISH COLUMBIA i ADMINISTRATION 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
A contract will be let to provide, when and if requested by theConser. 
vation Officer Service In Terrace, adequate staff to live trap and 
remove as directed, nuisance bears from the Municipalities of 
Kltlmat, Terrace and surrounding areas. 
Sealed tenders, on the forms and in the envelope provided, as defin- 
ed In the Instructions to Bidders, will be received by the Ministry of 
Environment, Admlnlstrstlon, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000, 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0, no later than July 14, 1989 at 1:00 p.m. 
Tenders will be opened in publicat that time. 
Tender forms, Including specifications, can be obtained from the 
Ministry of Environment, 3726 Alfred Avenue,_Bag 5000, Smlthers, 
B.C. V0J 2N0, or Ministry of Environment, B.C. Access Centre, 104. 
3220 Eby Street; Terra(:e, B.C.'V8G5K8."' : • " " 
Information or clarification of the Tellder specifloafi6ns, c~n be ob- 
tained by calling 'the Consewation Officer Service in Terrace, at 
638-3279. . ' - 
RegionalAdministration Manager 
" Ministryof Environment 
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province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
m Ministry of Transportetion, 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Atlin 
Highway District: Bulkley-Nass 
Project or Job Number: 
Project or Job  Description: 
Machine Laid Paving within the 
Mezladin foreman Area. 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to Include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender' Opening Date: July 7, 
1989 at 2:00 'p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
The District Office, Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, 
B.C., V0J 2NO between the hours 
of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
flee: 847-7403. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, 3793 Alfred Avenue, 
Smlthers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
Ministry Offlclcal 
L. Kelly, District Hwy. Manager 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture 
prescriptions, pursuant to sec- 
tion 3 of the silviculture regula- 
tions. 
The following areas have a pro- 
posed prescription that will app- 
ly if approval is obtained from 
the Ministry of Forests. The pro- 
posed prescriptions will be avail- 
;able for viewing until August 16, 
t989, at Suite #201 4548 Lakelse 
~ Avenue, Terrace, B.C., during 
regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration, any 
~ written comments must be made 
to B.W.Draper, R.P.F. TAY-M 
LOGGING LTD. Suite 201 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 1P8, no later than six weeks 
after the publishing of this 
notice. 
FOREST LICENCE A18882 
Cutting Permit: 505, Cutblock: 
01, Location: Mezidan, Area 
(ha.): 144.75, Amendment: no. 
Cutting Permit: 021, Cutblock: 
05, Location: Kinskuch, Area 
(ha.): 107.2, Amendment, no. 
TAY-M LOGGING LTD. 
B.W.Draper, R.P.F. 
Harvesting Operations Forester 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
-~' MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
• ,  INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for: Brushing and 
Juvenlle Spaclng at Hall Creek 
and Carpenter Creek in the Ter- 
race area wlll be received bythe 
i:! DlstrlCt Manager, Mlnistry of 
• Forests, Room 200 - 5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 1:00 
:!~! p.m. on Jul~/24, 1989. 
~ Tender forms and contract par- 
~ tlculare may be plcked up at the 
iii Dlstrlct Office In Terrace, B.C. 
All Inqulrles should be made to 
~ the ~ Re Sllvlculture. Phone 
638-3290. 
1'adders must be made subject 
t~) the ¢ondltlone of tender and 
suUmltted':on the forms and In 
the envelope sup#led. No tender 
~ihall be consldet~d havlng any 
qus!lfylng cla uses whatsoever 
and the lowest orany tender will 
~i! not ne0essarily be accepted. 
. . . .  ! DIM rlct Manager 
~" " . , :~%, :  ; ,.'.., ~ ' i..'. Kalum Forest District 
i l  m ~ I m m m  ~ w m m m  
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Prince Rupert 
Highway District: Skeena 
Project or Job Number: 
M4875-0500 
Project or Job Description: 
Repairing, Cleaning, Seal- 
I Weldlng, Hot-Dip Galvanizing, and PalntingFence Panels from 
McClymont Bridge #i431 and 
Galloway Rapids Bridge #0745. 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to Include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. A sure- 
ty bid bond or 10% certified 
deposit cheque will not be re- 
quired/ 
Tender Opening Date: ~uly 25, 
1989. 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1K7 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3362. 
Telex number of originating of- 
lice: FAX 633-3546. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 ~ Keith Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1 K7. 
NOTICE TO 
ROAD CONTRACTORS 
~eal(~d tenders for the construc- 
ion of the McDonelI-SIIvern For- 
)st Service Road will be received 
)y the District Manager, Bulkley 
=great District, Bag 6000, 
3mithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 up to 
):00 a.m. July 20, 1989, and open- 
.~d in public at that time. 
Particulars may be picked up at 
lhe District office at 3793 Alfred 
~.venue, Smithers, between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. and4:30 p.m. 
A deposit of $50.00 (fifty) is re- 
quired, which will be refunded to 
the unsuccessful bidder upon 
return of the plans and specifi- 
cations in good condition within 
30 (thirty) days of award of ~ 
tender. 
All inquiries should be made to 
the above mentioned address or 
i l l l l l l l  i n l  | 
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Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Trenspertetlon 
end Highways 
Honourable.Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS-  TENDERS! 
Electoral Dlatdct: Skeena 
H!ghway District: Skeena : 
Project or Job Number: 
M4875-0502 
Project or Job Description: 
Repairing, Cleaning, Seal- 
Welding; Hot-Dip Galvanizing, 
and Painting Fence Panels from 
Terrace Overhead #2416, Hum- 
phrey Bridge #1477 and Nal- 
beelah Bridge #1479, 
The Tender sum for )his project 
Is to Include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. A sure- 
ty bid bond or 10% certified 
deposit cheque will not be re- 
quired. " 
Tender Opening Date: July 25, 
1989. 
Tender opening Time: 2:30 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1K7 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3362. 
Telex number of originating of- 
floe: FAX 638-3546. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Bulkley Forest District 
.... ..". '-' BagG00(0 
, Smlthem, B.C. VOJ2N0 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Notice of Federal/Provincial con- 
tract project(s) to be financed by 
the Government of Canada- 
Canadian Forestry Service and 
the British Columbia Ministry of 
Forests under the Forest 
Resource Development Agree- 
ment (FRDA). 
Sealed tenders for the following 
silviculture contract will be 
received by the District 
Manager, Ministry of Forests, 
• Bag 6000, Smlthers, B.C. on the 
dates shown below':: 
Contract: SP89R03'-01. Located: 
Bulkley Timber Supply Area. 
Forest Dlstrlct:: Bulkley, for 
mechanical site preparation and 
site rehabilitation on approx- 
imately 300 hectares. Viewing 
date: July 13, 1989, leaving 
Bulkley Forest District at 8:00 
a.m. 
Viewing of this site prior to sub- 
mitting a bid Is mandatory.. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 
9:00 a.m., August 9, 1989, at 
which time all tenders will be 
opened. 
Two Bulldozers of D7 size or 
equivalent with brush blades 
and straight blades are required. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form and in the envelopes 
supplied which, with particulars, 
may be-obtained from the 
Ministry of Forests District, 3793 
Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, B.C. 
Thelowest 0rany tende:~ Will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
• 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE TO 
• ROAD CONTRACTORS'  
sealed tenders complete with 
BidBonds for the construction 
of 7.3 km of the VanDyke Forest 
"Service Road will be received by 
the District Manager, ,Kalum 
Forest District, at the Ministry of 
Forest District Office, Room 200 
• 5220 Keith Avenue, :Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1L1 upto 1:30 p.m. 
local time on Friday, July 28, 
1989 and will be opened ! n Public 
at 2:30 p.m. 
Tender Packages ma~, be obtain- 
ed  as of July 7, 1989 from the 
Ministry of Forests, Room 200 -. 
5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1L1. ' 
A deposit of $50.00 (fifty)is re- 
quired, which will.berefunded to 
the unsuccessful bidder Upon 
return of the tender packages in 
good condition within 30 (thirty) 
days of closing of tenders. If 
payment is made by cheque it 
should be made payable to 
"Minister of Finance and Cor- 
porats Relations." 
Enquiries should be directed to 
the District Office, Terrace, B.C. 
PHONE: 638-3290. 
Tenders must be made subject 
to the conditions of tender and 
submitted on the forms and in 
the envelope supplied. 
No tender shall be considered 
having qualifying clauses what- 
soever and the lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
Counc i l  race, B.C., VSG 1K7. The work z/ill be administered bY J ed to 
the British Columbia Ministry of 
- , u rg  
M@VE L Part lme registered nurse to open  up  Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation I 
and Highways I Honoureble Nell Vent, Minister Giving You the Freedom to Move HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electoral Dlstdct: Skeena 
Highway District: Bulkley Nass 
Project or Job Number: 
M4875-0501 
Project or Job Description: 
Repairing, Cleaning, Seal- 
Welding, Hot-Dip Galvanizing, 
and Painting Fence Panels from 
Mudflat Overhead #2171. 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. A sure- 
ty bid bond or 10% certified 
deposit cheque will not be re- 
quired. 
complete insurance medi- 
cals also necessary Vein-a- 
puncture experience. Will 
train and provide all equip- 
ment. Contact Jack White 
1.800.663.6937. Bodimetric 
Profiles Canada Ltd., 326 - 
4501 North Road, Bumaby, 
B.C. V3N 4R7. 
Io.go regs  
6 year old registered Quarter horse 
geldlng; 15.3 hh, hunter/jumper. Sult- 
able for Pony Club or more advanc- 
ed rider. Asking $3,500. Saddle 
Tramp Ranch, Southbanks B.C. V0J 
2P0 or phone 694-3521 evenlngs. 
7128 
7 year old registered Appaloosa 
mare; 15.3 hh, used for Pony Club, 
Level I exam. Hunter/Jumper. Asking 
The conditions under which 
the city of Terrace gives permis- 
sion to use its Kermodei bear 
logo are too restrictive, accord- 
ing to Tourism and Economic 
Development Officer Peter 
Monteith. Particularly Section 4 
of the policy which states that 
"both the product and printing, 
pressing' or transfer, must be 
done by Canadian companies, 
and must be made in Canada". 
According to"Monteith, while 
suporting Canadian industry 
phone 847.7555. Tender Opening Date: July 25, $3,000. Saddle Tramp Ranch, South• 
Tenders must be made subject 1989. banks, B.C. V0J 2P0 or phone should be considered by council, 
to the conditions of tender and Tender Opening Time: 2:15 p.m. 694-3521evenings. 7128 it is affecting the marketing 
submitted on the forms and in Tender documents with enve- Team of registered blond Belgian aspect of the Kermodei. " I t  
the envelope supplied, lope, plans, specifications and mares; matched mother and daugh- recently came to my attention 
No tender shall be considered conditions of tender are avail- ter, 1,600 Ibsleach. Asking $2,500. 
having qualifying clauses what- able free of charge ONLY from Saddle Tramp Belgians, South- that a Canadian-made baseball 
soever and the lowest or .any Ministry of Transportation and banks, B.C., .VOJ 2P0 or phone cap wholesales for $3.95 while a 
tender will not necessarily be ac- Highways, ProfeSsional Ser. 694-3521evenings. 7128 foreign• made cap costs $1.25," 
cepted, vices, 4837 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
Smithers, B.C. race, B.C., V8G 1K7 between the 1988 Woo Z; factory ordered, winter Monteith said in a memo to 
File: 572.7552.0618901 hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Men- stored .louvers, bra, Custom tinted council. "Obviously this cost 
i day to Friday, except Holidays. windows. 10,000 kin. Asking $22,800. 
i i - Phone number of originating of. Phone 827-8201. 7121 differential iS passed on to the 
INVITATION TO TENDER flee: 638-3362. 1972 Toyota Corolla; very good con- consumer, which ultimately at- 
Telex number of originating of. dltlon. Some rust. Asking $750. tecta the amount of sides." 
OIHdistributlon line work ..-Tar- flee: FAX 638-3546. Phone635-8463, 7128 And city council agrees. At 
'ace district. Tenders will be opened at Pflced for quick ule: 1987 Nlssan their June 26 meeting a motion 
Reference: Q9-3386 Ministry of Transportation and 
Closing Date: 26 July 89 Highways, Professional Ser. Sentra XE; 2-door, auto, sunroof, was passed to changethe word- 
Details available from office of vices, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- rear wiper, front wheel drive. Asking 
B.C.Hydro Purchasing Agent, race, B.C., V8G 1K7. $8.800 fMn. Phone 632.4226. 8/4 ingonceOf Section 4 so that where it 
Lmmmmmmmmmmm~ stated "must be" will now 
1265 Howe Street, Suite 200, 19882doorCutlasSupreme/Brough; read "should be". This means 
vancouver, B.C., -VSZ 2G8; loaded, 5L engine. Full power/peck- 
663.2577 or 663-2560. Sealed age, cruise; air, tilt, auto/reverse that anyone using the Ken ,  odei 
tenders clearly marked with stereo cassette. Towlnglpeckage bear in promotional material 
reference number will be recelv, and more Asking $8,900. OBO. 
ed in Room 226, address as Phone624-3037. 7128 
above, until 11:00 a.m. on above 
closing date. 
BCbydro 
I I 
can now-o#: for a lower cost 
1984 Fllro Impale; excellent condl- product, with the potential for 
glnlature Australlan bunnlec. Dlf- tlon. Asklng $7,6~R ~ For more Infer' boosting their sales and getting 
ferent aoloure. Asklng $5. each. marion :call 6380425 days or the Ketmodeilogo in the:hands 
Phone 635-2242. 7128 635.3328 after 6 p.m. 7128 of more people. 
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Fie 
'by- Fae Mooney 
Terrace Rev iew-  Wednesday,. July 5, 1989 23:i 
,, This.week, the Terrace Review introduces our new columnist Fae 
Mooney. Fie lives in Terrace, is a seasoned news writer, and will be 
writing• informative columns for us on everything f iom nutrition to 
travel..Welcome aboard, Eae. - . : 
..... WHAT'S UP, DOC? 
In my garden? Carrots. 
PerhiiPS Bugsy owes his vitality and good health to the carrots 
he is constantly munching. 
That ~rennially healthy rabbit of Warner Brothers fame is still 
alive and cheeky and living the good animated life. Does he know 
something that we don't7 
Did you "know that one cup of diced carrots provides• 9,000 
I.U. of Vitamin A inthe form of carotene, some B vitamins, 10 
rag. of vitamin C, 90 mg. of calcium, 82 mg. of phosphorous, as 
well as 1.2 mg. of iron, 2 grams of protein, plus fiber, and some 
vitamin D, E, G and K, and potassium? Quite a mouthful. 
Having.only 42 calories perlO0 prams, carrots are an excellent 
diet food. 
Carrots have also been recommended in various health journals 
for a variety of ailments. They have natural laxative and diuretic 
qualities and: have been used to help stomach and intestinal pro- 
blems. 
Carrot juice --  sweet, tasty, and bright-coloured --  provides a 
concentration of nutrients and its a strong natural body cleanser. 
In a "Medical Doctors' Guide to Herbs", this is what it has to 
say about medicinal uses for Bugsy's favourite vegetable: "...This 
vegetable is good for the urinary organs and especially useful for 
gallstones... The fresh root scraped fine, covered with boiling 
water, and thickened with a little cornmeal, makes an excellent 
poultice for all painful tumours, swellings, and indolent, • 
gangrenous ulcers. Furthermore... the seeds of this vegetable are  
good, for kidney stones." 
And, as everyone knows, carrots are good for your eyes. But 
do you know why? It's the carotene, or pro-vitamin A --  impor- 
tant for vision, particularly night vision. 
The carotene in carrots is more efficiently assimilated by the 
body when fresh carrots are juiced or eaten raw. It is the 
carotene in carrots that is converted by the body into vitamin A., 
Taken raw in the form of juice, grated in a s~ad, or eaten 
BugsBunny-style, carrots Should form an essential part of our 
balanced iet. " . 
is it any wonder then, that Mom -- smarter than we ever gave 
her credit for being -- would lovingly admonish, "Eat your car- 
rots, Dear," 
Is that who Bugs Bunny was winking at? 
2 c. whole wheat flour 
¼ tsp. salt 
I tbsp. baking powder 
I tsp. cinnamon 
~A c. raisins 
Carrot Muffins, 
. ~A c. liquid hone~, 
¼ c. vegetable oil 
3A c. 2% milk 
I egg,beaten 
3A c. finely grated carrots 
Combine dry ingredients and raisins. Make a well. 
Cream honey, oil, and milk. Addbeaten egg and beat well. 
Stir in carrots. Pour into dry ingredients. 
Fold to combine all ingredients -- just until blended. Do not 
overmix. 
A special luncheon for graduates of the first Camp Attendant Course to be offered at North- 
west Community College was held at the Pizza Patio on June 27. Pictured above are(rear) 
Terrace Anti.Poverty Group Society board members Gerry King, Fie Bork, Mary Bowering 
and Gall Murray and (front) graduating studentsAlexis Lundquist, Ivy Stevens, Wes Price 
and Patrick Dixon. Missing from the picture are students Teresa Stevens, Lisa TaR, Val 
Montgomery, Shawn New, Calvin Wesley, Jim:Jackson and Dennis Martin, who were all 
working. 
Custom transit study 
to-door Service in specially 
equipped vehicles for the elderly 
and disabled. The total cost of 
operating this.program is about 
$47,000 annually, with •about 
$31,700 being paid by B.C. 
Transit and $6,400 by the City 
of Prince Rupert. 
Williams Lake, on the other 
hand operates a paratransit ser- 
vice. A paratransit system oper- 
ates on a regular schedule in 
areas of low population density 
using minibuses or vans whfch 
can be outfitted for the disabled. 
This service costs about $55,000 
a year, o f  Which $34,500 is paid 
by B:C: Transit and $8,250by 
Williams Lake. 
These are only examples, and 
Terrace isn't re~-tricted to any 
specific model. New said a cus- 
tomized service in Terrace could 
consist of a modification of the 
service we have now, a parallel 
continued from page I 
and independently operated.sys- 
tem such as a HandyDART; or 
something in between these two 
designed specifically for users in 
this area. 
One example of how our pres- 
ent service could be modified 
was offered by New. Terrace- 
view administrator Kathleen 
Delgatty told New that there 
were some residents of Ter- 
raceview capable of going 
downtown on their own, but 
who have difficulty with the 
walk from the lodge to the bus 
stop several hundred yards 
away. 
New suggested that one or 
more of the less used daily runs 
could go into Terraceview and 
stop right at the door. New tried 
this the next day but found the 
corners too tight -- Terraceview 
would have to cut 18 inches 
from the curb on the south end 
of the island in their parking lot 
to allow a full-sized transit bus 
to reach the front door. But the 
idea was a good one and demon- 
strates how with a little imagi- 
nation we may be able in many 
cases to utilize what we already 
have. 
B.C. Transit is currently re- 
viewing existing services and 
identifying and making arrange- 
ments to meet with specific user 
groups. This month, they will be 
using collected information to 
determine the various options 
that could be introduced in Ter- 
race and evaluating the financial 
impact of each. In August, New 
will return to Terrace for an- 
other meeting to discuss the op- 
tions and hopefully make a deci- 
sion as to which one, if any, Will 
be implemented. 
Test flights 
prompt- 
meeting 
The provincial government's 
recently expressed support for a 
series of low-level military train- 
ing flights through northern 
B.C. will be the subject of a 
meeting in Terrace July 11. 
• The guest speaker will be Dr. 
Ernst-Ludwig Iskenius, a Ger- 
man doctor representing Inter- 
only 
l i 11( , ' yPr  .~tR I w( ' i l r  
( ' l ( '~n .wl l l l  ('~t 
Fill muffin cups lined with paper baking cups 2~ full' nati°nal Physicians f°r the Pre" I Iwl E-SDA¥ 
Bake inn preheated 400 o F. oven for 20to 25 minutes, vention of Nuclear War. Dr. EDN IS  
Yield: about one dozen muffins. " /  Iskenius, who is reportedly con- I  - DIRTY SHIRT 
cerned about the purpose of 
such flights, will talk about he DAY 
German experience with such 
• NATO exercises, which esca- I Men's  or Ladies' cotton blend lated to the point where between 
10 and 145 flights per day at dress or business shtrts expertly 
altitudes as low as 100 meters  laundered. - 
were taking place. 
G.ermans.b.ecame so vocal in ,~ Only d i l l - th in  In town 
the]r opposttlon to: the exercises v' Best, most reliable end cleanest service 
that,. Dr. Iskenius says, the ~ Drop off point st Thomhlll Public Market 
training flights have now been 
moved to remote areas of Cana a.. ' " ' ~ i o H a  ~ ~ { ~ ~ o  
Organizers are mvitmg the 8 
pubh.c to attend the meeting and I 
examine the implications of rail- ~o0 a.m. to e.'00 p.m. - Momlsy to F~y 
ltary exercises in B..C skies, It IL-80•a.m. toS:~ p.m. -- ktunlay , 
.l bUc, l bn nr basement - 
meeting room, at 7:30 p,m. :~..i . . .  
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Reunion COU Id 
quite a crowd ,. - .  . .  
• : 
Early. in 1950, an "advance work in the off ice..  
party" came to Terrace to pre- Piffer, '_who Was in r: charge'of 
: pare a. one-time army hospital the kitchen operafiohs;-remem- 
• for o.ci;upancy, It was to become bers another two of those early 
~-"• ihe "Home for-the:Aged'., .2._ a :emPloyees " .  Stan Groves, the 
. psychogeriatric unit operated by" stockman, and Art Mitcfiell, 
the Department of Health's " who was.the truck driver. But:he 
Mental Health Services. says,"Groves didn't .stay long. 
OnOct.25,  1950, the first i50 :  
• patientS i ard'ved, by  train. 'They 
werepatients from Essondaie 
who had originally come from 
all partsof the province butwh0 
had no close relatives living near 
Essondale --  the government o f  
the day had decided that mote 
room was needed at Essondale 
for patients who had relatives 
living in the Lower Mainland. 
These patients took up resi- 
dence in the west wing of the 
complex and an era began. In• 
1967, the name was changed 
from the Home for the Aged to 
Skeenaview Hospital with the 
intent to "improve its image in 
the community". But  itwas also 
an era-that would end - - sus -  
pended in time as a salute to the 
spirit of those who lived and 
worked there. On  Sept. 29, 
• 1984, the Minister of Health, the 
Honorable James A. Neilson, 
officially opened Terraceview 
Lodge and all but one of these 
historic buildings was destroyed. 
• ,Terrace resident Jim Piffer 
was .a member of that "advance 
party" and through is recollec- 
.tions and a .1978,thesis, "A  Case 
Study of .Skeenaview ,Lodge" 
Written byFraser McKinnon, a 
fairly accurate picture can be. 
drawn which depicts those early 
years. 
• piffer remembers many of the 
• .first workers at the Home for 
the Aged. Most arrived about 
. . . .  the same time as the first pa- 
tients and lived in one of the 11 
on-site apartments that .were 
• available at a cost of $25 month-' 
• iyf0r a Single bedr, oom suite and 
$30 for a double. Ted Skillicorn 
was the supervisor while his 
wife, Marge, the only Registered 
Nurse there at the time, ran the 
pharmacy. Fred Stewart, Har- 
old Clifford, Johnny Morgan 
and Jimmy Gould worked in the 
kitchen. Fred Broome was in 
charge of nursing, And Marie 
MacDonald, who left her job as 
a clerk at  Johnstone and •Mi- 
chiel's hardware store, went tO 
The following spring he married 
a 1/enticton school teacher and 
tranSferredlto. Vernon. But his 
departure was seen as an oppor- 
trinity for Mofgan,'who leRhis 
job as a helper in the kitchen for 
the job of stockman; " It  was 
better money," says Piffer. And 
that comment reflects a problem 
that plagued the Home for the 
Aged right from the beginning 
-- a lack of money. It meant a 
high staff turnover and a lack of 
patient services. 
" In the .old days there was 
very little staff there," recal ls 
Pif fer.  "The  government 
wouldn't pay for very many 
staff. It was run on the cheap 
side - -  that was the name of the 
game." The pay rate for staff at 
the Home for the Aged in 1950 
was about $125 a month, says 
Piffer, at a time when $300 to 
$400 a month was considered a
',good" wage. So they left. " I  
mean you would hire them on 
Friday and they wouldn't be  
there on Monday," Piffer says. 
They could make two to three 
times as much money in the 
bush and that's where many of 
them went to work. 
But as is often the case, hard 
times brought out the best in 
those Who stayed: The com- 
munity of workers at the home 
grew together as a family as they 
lived, worked and created their 
own entertainment together. 
And the entertainment that is 
best remembered by Piffer is the 
• "Hat Club". 
This was put together by 
Marge.Skillicorn, the organizer 
of the group. The Hat Club put 
on dances for the staff two 
nights a week that soon began 
attracting residents of Terrace, 
located a mile or so to the south. 
"That's how wegot to know 
the people from downtown," 
Piffer remembers. "And then 
we ,had Christmas parties.., it 
became quite a thing." 
Suspect fires 
Two recent fires in the Thorn- 
hill area may have been started 
by  trail bikers, says Thornhill 
fire chief Art Hoeing. 
Hoeing says the first fire • 
started on the south side of 
Hwy. 16 near the Copperside ac- 
Pilfer says the facility had an 
effect on "almost every family 
in town" over the years of its 
operation. If their parents didn't 
work.there the children probably 
did, at least in the summer. '.'I 
would say that at least 3,000 
staff went.through there," says 
Piffer, :'I don't.think that l'm 
exaggerating a ta l l  because I 
can't hardly think of a family in 
-Terrace that wasn't involved." 
• With this involvement in the 
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i Guideto campus n works 
The Northwest Community College cam- 
pus is virtually deserted for the summer 
break, but this group --  NWCC recreation 
coordinator Kim Cordieroand Challenge '89 
workers Gurmit Grewal, Jenine Taron and 
Parn Jacobs - -  are busy putting together a 
student handbook. 
Cordiero calls it "a survival guide", and 
the 800:1,000 copies of the finished 80-page 
tainty and alienation. 
"We,re trying to cover every issue outside. 
the academic Calendar: health, student coun- 
cil, c0mmunity:information, some ~- Of the 
things they don't tell you about camp~ life, 
community services..." Cordiero said. 
The faces above may become familiar to  
local merchants during the summer - -  
book will be distributed to studentS coming they're also out in the retail and service 
• onto campus'in Septe/nber. :It's intended, to- .... sector, of town Seeking advertising for. the. 
help them getai'ound the college and around handbook and ~trying to establish Student 
the :community with • a minimum of uncer- discounts • with local businesses. 
Kermode seeks :ax exemption cess road. He says the fire con- community, the' Skeenaview re- sumed about one hectare of  union to be held from Aug. 4 to 
. . . .  j 
brush in an area with several din 6 should bbea major event. It's State and there>Will be no in- 
bike trails; ,it started too far, already known that a number of Terrace city council's Finance past five •years. " 
from the highway to be started our early residents who have Committee is considering a re- He adds that it has been' 'creme:-ihr their 1990 grant even 
by t tossed cigarette, since moved away are planning • quest fora property tax exemp- council's position to grant~ ¢x-' '.though their costS continue to 
Hoeing says the second fire to travel to Terrace to attend the ~ -tion from the Kermode Friend, eruptions to non-pf0flt'organi- rise. She added that Secretary of 
wm started :later the franc-day event. What is unknown atthls, ship Society. According to city zaflom~.:only .where they are .Sta~ fundii~b gieen:in a lump 
.point, • however, is . . . . . . .  muthof FGH Concrete on Old juSt hOW administrator • Bob Hallsor~ ~ deemednot to be"'proflt menm'- sum and no r~i~tionis made in 
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